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ABSTRACT

Literary texts offer rich opportunities for language leaming. However, can second

language (L2) leamers fully understand L2 literary texts? According to Bemhardt

(2001); " the act of reading in a second language is extremely tricky — is even

trickier with literary texts that are inherently ambiguous, fiill of metaphor and

intertextual relations to texts to which the readers have no access" (p. 198). In other

words, L2 readers are often poorly equipped grammatically, linguistically and

culturally to cope with literary texts in which it might be difficult to recognize

figurative language, to comprehend metaphors, to identify underlying cultural

assumptions and above ail to think critically while navigating those complexities.

Therefore, during the reading process, L2 readers encounter gaps in the text which

necessarily compel them to use whatever background knowledge they possess in

order to create meaning.

The purpose of this research is to see exactly how post-secondary L2 readers use

their existing background knowledge to understand literary texts and what they do

when confronted with text passages for which they lack such knowledge.

Key Words: background knowledge, literary texts, schéma theory
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RESUME

Les textes littéraires offrent de riches opportunités pour l'apprentissage d'une

langue. Toutefois, comment peuvent arriver les élèves de langue seconde à bien

comprendre les textes littéraires qu'ils étudient ? Selon Bemhart (2001) : "la lecture

d'une langue seconde est extrêmement confondante lorsque le texte est ambigu, doté

de métaphores et de relations intertextuelles dont les élèves n'ont pas accès" (p. 198).

En d'autres mots, les lecteurs de classe dans une classe de langue seconde sont

souvent mal équipés en matière de connaissances grammaticales. Ce problème crée

un obstacle à leur compréhension linguistique et culturelle. Par conséquent, puisque

la langue n'est pas familière, ils ne peuvent pas comprendre les métaphores, les

propos culturels et avant tout, ils ne peuvent pas atteindre une pensée critique dans

toutes ces complexités. Pour ces diverses raisons, les lecteurs L2 rencontrent

régulièrement des passages incompréhensibles dans les textes littéraires, ce qui les

pousse à analyser et à comprendre le text en se basant sur leurs propres

connaissances.

Le but de cette recherche est de comprendre comment les élèves post-secondaires

L2, utilisent leur savoir afin de comprendre les textes littéraires et comment ils

réagissent à des extraits de textes qui sont pour eux difficiles à comprendre.

Mots clés : textes littéraires, compréhension linguistique, langue seconde
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

"The world in language ... becomes "one's own" only when the
speaker populates it with his own intention, his own aceent,
when he appropriâtes the word, adapting it to his own semantic
and expressive intention ... exists in other people's mouths, in
other people's contexts, serving other people's intentions: it is
from there that one must take the word, and make it one's
own" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 293).

In the above quote, Bakhtin's ideas on how we appropriate text suggests that each

person's inner world and experience is primordial for deriving meaning ffom and

interacting with language. But Bakhtin was thinking about first languages (Ll) in that

excerpt. How second language (L2) speakers and readers can and do appropriate

languages beyond their first one is another question entirely. That they must "own"

the language in order to use it fully, however, is elear. This seems especially true

when it comes to L2 readers interacting with and interpreting literary texts that

require understanding of unfamiliar content and eultural background information.

Goodman (1967) called the reading proeess a "psyeholinguistic guessing game"

in which readers draw on their past expériences to make prédictions while reading a

text. In other words, Goodman's findings suggest that reading is a proeess which

begins with général information readers already have about a subject which

allowsthem to grasp the meaning. These findings seem especially pertinent when

considering how L2 readers interact with literary texts.
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Several researchers have suggested that L2 reading compréhension can be

enriched by literature (Bemhardt, 1991, 1995, 20001; Carrell, 1984, 1985, 1987,

1988, 1991; Davis, 1992; Kramsch, 1993, 1998, 2000; Rosenblatt, 1994, 1995; Carter

& McCarthy, 1995; Fecteau, 1999; Bredella & Delanoy, 1999; Brumfit, 2001;

Bredella, 2000a; Mantero, 2002 and Donato, 2004). First and foremost, literary texts

are an abimdant resource for classroom activities that can prove very motivating for

leamers. Second, literary texts might be useful in developing L2 linguistic

knowledge. Finally, literary texts can provide opportunities for language leamers to

leam and exercise pragmatic language (Scowcroft, Edwards and Jutras, 2007).

In other words, in différent language classrooms, teachers can use a variety of

pedagogical techniques to guide their students into enriching relationships with

literature and the language of literature. These relationships may help leamers

become more involved readers and also improve their reading compréhension, their

interpretive knowledge base, and their vocabulary.

Even with those acknowledged benefits, second language leamers apparently

encounter major difficulties in attempting to comprehend texts, especially literary

texts (Bemhardt, 1991, 1995, 2001; Carrell, 1991; Ali, 1995; Rosenblatt, 1994, 1995;

Shanahan, 1997; Fecteau, 1999; Bredella & Delanoy, 1999; Mantero, 2002; Vizcaino,

2002 and Donato, 2004). These leamers not only have to deal with the linguistic

issues the texts présent, but also with the unfamiliar concepts and cultural aspects

presented in literary texts. According to Bemhardt (2001):
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First, leamers will develop their interprétations within the context of

sociocultural knowledge that they carry with them. This knowledge is

net necessarily appropriate or relevant. It is, however, ail that they

generally have as an interprétative base. This is not a moral failing; it

is a background issue. Second, leamers' linguistic level will influence

their interprétation. Leamers are not generic, but carry with them

semideveloped arsenals of word knowledge, syntax, and morphology.

Third, leamers' literacy level in their first language will aiso influence

their interprétations. Some leamers will be better at analysis than

others. That is separate from their relevant or irrelevant sociocultural

knowledge. (Bemhardt, 2001 p. 205)

In other words, L2 students often experience disappointment and fmstration when

reading literary texts because of their inability to access or use their own background

knowledge.

Why Use Literature in Second Language Classes?

Ail of the skills that might be acquired by L2 readers when reading literature can

be transférable to L2 language use generally. According to Widdowson (1975) the

study of literature, because it requires a search for meaning, provides students with a

usefiil tool that is critical to language leaming: the ability to interpret discourse.

Interpretive procédures are valuable to leamers; they can be applied to "a range of

language uses, both literary and non-literary, which they encounter inside and outside
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the leaming situation" (Jbid p. 84). Widdowson suggests that rather than limiting the

focus of literary study to either language usage or cultural content, we should view

literature as discourse and the study of literature as a way to develop multiple

expériences, for multiple purposes. In the field of second language acquisition (SLA),

Davis (1992) suggests that the understanding of a literary text in a foreign language

consists of at least four components. First, it requires the decoding of the literal

meaning of single words combined in sentences. Second, the reading of literature

requires awareness of historical-cultural referents of the written work. Third, "literary

compétence," a concept posited by Culler (1983), might be acquired. That

compétence consists of knowledge of a "set of conventions of reading literature"

(Jbid p. 105). Fourth, understanding literature entails the reader's unique re-creation

or construction of the text.

Research Motivation

My experience as a second language leamer, as an English as a Second Language

(ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teacher, and as a graduate student in

a literature program in Canada, inspired me to study the issue of reading literature in

English as a second language. When 1 started my bilingual M.A. program in Québec,

Canada, in English and in French, I realized that despite understanding literal and

surface meanings in literary texts, I faced difficulties reaching deeper levels of

interprétation. I did not bave any difficulties in grammar or conversation in either
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language. I noticed, though, that even with advanced L2 knowledge, cognitive

maturity and a fairly wide world experience, there was something missing in my ESL

performance when presented with certain literary texts. There was definitely a gap

between me as a reader of foreign language literary texts and my colleagues who

were native language readers of the same texts. I particularly began to notice that I

lacked certain kinds of background knowledge or failed to properly aetivate that

knowledge in order to comprehend the deeper layers of some literary texts.

Several questions came to mind when reading literature in my bilingual

Comparative Canadian Literature M.A. program. What is the task of a literature

instructor in a L2 context? What can be done to enahle L2 leamers to accomplish

their reading goals, especially their interpretive goals? Should I as an ESL instructor

incorporate literature in the language classroom? What should I he doing to help

leamers solve the prohlem of background knowledge when reading literary texts?

How can background knowledge influence the way second language readers interpret

literary texts in a seeond language?

Research Interest

My interest carrying out this research comes from a desire to investigate ways to

work with reading in ESL/EFL teaching. We often see that the practice of the

classroom is characterized by a lack of motivation among its participants. I helieve
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that this factor is partly due to difficulties in understanding certain aspects of reading

in a foreign language.

When teaching ESL or EFL groups I realize that one of the factors that impedes

understanding of texts may be related to written ESL/EFL materials which often do

not provide authentic texts. Aceording to Kramsch, the term 'authentic' bas been used

"as a reaction against the prefabricated artificial language of texthooks and

instructional dialogues; it refers to the way language is used in non-pedagogic, natural

communication" (1993, p. 177). These materials do not always awaken in our students

an interest to huild knowledge or to provide opportunities to expand or activate their

hackground knowledge. As teachers we are usually worried ahout covering the

material, ahout answering questions ahout the text correctly, without exploring other

questions that may relate to the students' hackground knowledge or lack thereof. In

other words, we fail to perceive and support students as readers who are ahle to use

their own ahilities to eonstruct meaning.

The eurrent study addresses the importance of access to hackgroimd knowledge

for L2 readers of literary texts in post-secondary contexts. These are people who, like

me, are often cognitively mature and linguistically advanced hut who still might

struggle with the multiple layers of meaning in literary texts in a second language.

More specifically, the influence of hackground knowledge when reading literary texts

will he explored.
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Statement of the Problem

Literary texts offer rich opportunities for language leaming. However, can L2

leamers flilly understand L2 literary texts? According to Bemhardt (2001): " the act

of reading in a second language is extremely tricky — is even trickier with literary

texts that are inherently ambiguous, flill of metaphor and intertextual relations to texts

to which the readers have no access" (p. 198). In other words, L2 readers are often

poorly equipped grammatically, linguistically and culturally to cope with literary

texts in which it might be difficult to recognize figurative language, to comprehend

metaphors, to identify underlying cultural assumptions and above ail to think

critically while navigating those complexities. Therefore, during the reading process,

L2 readers encounter gaps in the text which necessarily compel them to use whatever

background knowledge they possess in order to create meaning.

The explanations of the causes of compréhension failure have long heen of

interest to educational researchers (Bartlett, 1932; Schank & Abelson, 1977; Coady,

1979; Rumelhart, 1980; Hudson, 1982; Carrell, 1987; Kintsch, 1988; Carrell &

Eisterhold, 1988; Bemhardt, 1991; Graesser, Singer, &Trabasso, 1994; Lee, 1997; N.

C. Ellis, 2001; Nassaji, 2002, 2007; Al-Issa, 2006; Pulido, 2007 and Shen, 2008).

Many of these researchers agree that the effect of the rôle of background knowledge

in language compréhension is primordial for the understanding of a text. They

suggest that the reader bas access to schemata based on bis or her own backgroimd
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knowledge. From this perspective then, the existence of backgroimd knowledge will

enhance the possibilities for compréhension.

The process of acquiring new knowledge through reading compréhension may

vary depending on whether a leamer possesses, uses, and intégrâtes différent types of

knowledge. Because of this, it is helpful to refer to aspects of schéma theory that

address the effects of the rôle of background knowledge on L2 reading.

A relatively significant amount of preliminary research on the existence, impact

and use of background knowledge was conducted in the 1970s and 1980s. Since then,

there have been a handful of studies addressing the importance of background

knowledge in L2 reading. However, there has been relatively little research conducted

on how L2 readers use, misuse or neglect to use background knowledge when reading

literary texts, which arguably pose a greater reading challenge than information texts

do, even for advanced students.

The purpose of this research is to sec exactly how post-secondary L2 readers use

their existing backgroimd knowledge to understand literary texts and what they do

when confronted with text passages for which they lack such knowledge.

In the following pages, a conceptual framework will explore spécifie research

that relates directly to and will frame the scope of this thesis. Features and conceptual

principles that are critical to the understanding of this research will also be examined.
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CHAPTER 2

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The literature reviewed to form this conceptual framework is composed of

studies that have examined the problem of literature in L2 contexts and studies that

have examined aspects of schéma theory that are related to the concept of background

knowledge. The problem of compréhension of literary texts in second language

contexts has not been widely examined in the literature. With a few exceptions, these

studies tend to shed light on what L2 leamers do not understand, but not on why they

fmd it difficult to understand literary texts in their second language. The small body

of research from the 1980s that examines the problem of background knowledge in

L2 reading does not specifically address the problem of reading literary texts.

However, by examining the research from the 1980s as aspects of schéma theory

related to the concept of background knowledge, this conceptual framework will

enable the researcher to formulate research questions and frame a study that will

examine the problem of background knowledge in the reading of literary texts in a

second language. Furthermore, in the next section, a review of research on the

benefits of reading literary texts in L2 leaming contexts, as well as reading

compréhension processes and aspects of schéma theory related to the concept of

background knowledge will provide illuminating insights into the issue of reading

literary texts in a second language.

2.1 Benefits of Reading Literary Texts in L2 Learning Contexts
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Many undergraduate and graduate literature programmes welcome L2 students.

There is a général assumption that literature is bénéficiai to L2 acquisition (e.g.,

Widdowson, 1981; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Fecteau, 1999; Paran, 2006; Butler,

2006). The benefits of teaching literature to ESL students bave been widely discussed

by a relatively small number of SLA researchers. Carter & McCarthy (1995) and

Bredella (2000a) agree that literary texts help us develop linguistic competencies and

also that they fumish knowledge about foreign cultures. These researchers emphasize

the usefulness of literature in language leaming, since it provides an authentic and

meaningful eontext for language leaming. It can foster varions language skills, such

as vocabulary knowledge, grammar, and reading compréhension. Furthermore, it can

facilitate intégration of language skills and can foster student motivation for leaming

the second language. Carter & McCarthy (1995) point out that "literature is made

fi-om language and that suitably selected literary texts can provide a motivating and

stimulating source of content in the language classroom, serving as a basis for

discussion and interprétation in which the response of the individual leamer is

encouraged" (304). Indeed, literature has the power to transport readers into other

worlds and stimulate thinking (Lotman, 1972). Literary texts also help leamers

improve their language and compréhension abilities since they often contain

metaphorical language, which makes L2 readers reach beyond literal meaning and

potentially discover deep layers and stmctures of meaning that are not apparent on the

surface of a text. Thus, literature can enlarge language use awareness (Shanahan

1997; Kramsch & Kramsch, 2000; Donato & Brooks 2004; Kim 2004).
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Mantero (2002), Donato & Brooks (2004) and Kim (2004) have examined the

type of talk and the type of interaction generated in the language and literature

classroom and their contribution to L2 leaming. They have explored the interactions

of students and teachers in university classrooms in order to déterminé if discussions

of literary texts in the classroom provide opportunities for leamers to practice their L2

at advanced levels. According to Mantero "classroom talk was more likely to extend

into discourse when students did not have to interpret the meaning of "Literature" and

relied on their own expériences and expertise to talk ahout a cultural topic" (p. 449).

Mantero, Donato & Brooks and Kim's findings suggest that L2 literature classes

provide a rich compréhension exercise for L2 leamers, and a great possibility for

advanced interaction and language improvement.

Clark & Zyngier (2003) examined the possible benefïts of teaching

contextualized stylistics in the L2 classroom. These authors suggest that it is not the

aim of activities within a pedagogical stylistics framework to achieve an

improvement in the leamers' linguistic compétence, but rather on literature and on

language. Their fmdings suggest that "this orientation is especially relevant to EFL

students as it allows attention to form, the building of meaning from context,

compensâtes for less shared assumptions and provides common ground for discussion

and for substantiated analysis" (p. 376). Lin (2006) also descrihes bis initial effort at

incorporating a stylistics/linguistics-based approach to teaching reading and

interpreting literary texts in an ESL school in Singapore. Both studies suggest that a

stylistic approach may contribute to the understanding of literary texts.
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Butler (2006) attempted to intégrale the teaehing of language and iiterature in the

first year of the English programme at North-West University, in South Africa.

Aecording to him, Iiterature has a useful and important rôle to play in the teaehing of

English in an ESL/EFL context, even when studying the language is purely

instrumental and students have little knowledge or experience of Iiterature in English.

The findings of his research suggest that respondents believed that L2 reading and

literary study could contribute to the development of grammar and général language

skills, and that it eould also engage L2 leamers in ways that are less likely with other

kinds of texts. Aecording to Gordon, Zaleski and Goodman (2006), through Iiterature,

both teachers and leamers embark on a process of reconstructing and reorganizing

their personal théories of language and literacy leaming.

2.1.1 Difficulties Faced by L2 Leamers in the Literature Classroom

As we have seen previously, literary texts can benefit L2 language leaming.

However, many second language researchers are eoncemed at least in part with the

problems L2 readers have understanding L2 literary texts. These concems are based

on the premise that L2 readers have insufficient linguistic and cultural competencies

to successfully comprehend much of the authentic material presented to them.

Aecording to Bemhardt (1991, 1995, 2001); Carrell (1991); Ali (1995); Rosenblatt

(1994, 1995); Shanahan (1997); Fecteau (1999); Bredella &. Delanoy (1999);

Mantero (2002); Vizcaino (2002) and Donato (2004), second language leamers face

major difficulties in trying to understand a text ffom a non-native perspective.

Bemhardt (1995) argues that even upper-level leamers are still in the process of
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developing their language skills, and are not proficient enough in their linguistic,

cultural or literary knowledge to cope with the challenges that literature courses offer.

However, to treat the cultural or linguistic unfamiliarity second language leamers

experienee with literary texts as simply a linguistic deficiency, we are denying the

fact that students' "eultural knowledge or problem-solving abilities need training"

(Swaffar & Bacon, 1993, p. 124). To be clear, second language leamers do read

literary texts with a eertain amount of prior or background knowledge and

interprétative skills and stratégies. But while this knowledge base can be usefiil, it

may not always be appropriate or sufficient for interpreting L2 literary texts.

The explanations of the causes of compréhension failure have long been of

interest to educational researchers. Rumelhart (1980), Carrell (1983,1984); Bemhardt

(1991); Miks (1991); Seowcroft, Edwards and Jutras (2007), Davis (1992); Lee

(1997) and Fecteau (1999) agree that second language readers try to activate their

schemata in order to understand texts. However, second language readers may fail to

successfiilly comprehend literary texts if they caimot properly activate their relevant

existing baekgroimd knowledge while reading. Aeeording to Shen (2008):

If the students haven't enough relevant knowledge and compréhensible

culture-based input to the text, they will fail to read and understand even the

simplified text of a major field ... One possible way to help the students to a

much deeper understanding is to enrich their baekground information, (p. 105-

6)
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Rumelhart (1980); Carrell (1983, 1984); Lee (1997) and Shen (2008) suggest that

it is clear that the reason why students fail to understand literary texts is not simply

related to a lack of linguistic knowledge. The difficulties which ESL/EFL readers

encounter may be related to a lack of familiarity with culture-specifie content, a lack

of knowledge of the world, or a failure to aetivate their background knowledge.

Therefore, if the content of a text is unfamiliar to the reader it has an effect on that

reader's L2 reading compréhension.

Kim's research (1995) focused on the effects of voeabulary knowledge and prior

knowledge on EFL readers' compréhension of L2 texts. This study tried to identify

the différences in compréhension between reading a text with and without the

appropriate prior knowledge. There were two variables in the research design: 1)

difficulty of voeabulary ("more difficult" vs. "casier voeabulary"), and 2) prereading

instruction (with vs. without prereading instruction) which intended to provide prior

knowledge about the content of the text. The types of problems commonly found in

the recalls were: omission, in which the readers did not recall a component that was

in the text; addition, in which the reader added a component that was not in the text;

replacement, in which the reader replaced a word with another which did not exist in

the text; mixing, in whieh the reader mixed a part of the text with part(s) of another

sentence; and switching, in which the reader switehed the order of the words in

sentence. The sources of problems found in this study were: voeabulary difficulty,

syntactic difficulty, lack of awareness of rhetorical structures, lack of background

knowledge and misreading. The results showed that readers need help in a variety of
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ways in order to improve their L2 compréhension. Kim concluded that readers'

difficulties with vocabulary often resulted not only from lack of understanding of

meaning but also from an incomplète understanding of it.

2.1.2 The Rôle of L1 Reading Skills when Reading L2 Literary Texts

Bembardt (1991; 1995; 2001); Cummins (1991); Kramscb (2000); Miks (1991);

Carrell and Wallace (1983); Carreli (1983, 1991); Guarino and Perkins (1986);

Perkins and Brutten (1988) and Fecteau (1999) suggest tbat ESL/EFL leamers use

tbeir L1 knowledge as a basis for interpreting L2 literary texts. Bembardt (2001)

believes tbat "readers will use tbeir knowledge base; bowever tbat knowledge base

does not always match tbe knowledge base necessary for tbe understanding of a

particular text" (198). Fecteau (1999) investigated leamers' reading compréhension

and inferencing skills wben reading botb in L1 and L2 literary texts. Fecteau

concluded tbat ber participants' ability "to identily literary features in a spécifie text

was, at best, inconsistent" (p. 488). Sbe suggests tbat "miscomprebension also occurs

in L1 and may be due to linguistic factors and non-linguistic factors, particularly lack

of prior knowledge or inability to activate appropriate scbemata needed to

comprebend a spécifie text" (p. 489). According to Fecteau, botb L1 and L2 readers

are influenced by tbeir past expériences of tbe world.

Miks (1991) compared tbe L1 and L2 compréhension and analytical skills of

collège students enroUed in German literature courses. Sbe discovered tbat accessing
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the underlying meaning of literary texts was less dépendent on students' L2

proficiency than on their ability to "think creatively ... and draw logical conclusions

from underlying implications within the text" (p.2). Carrell's research (1983b)

indicates that non-native speakers do not process L2 texts in the same way native

speakers do. According to her, neither advanced nor high-intermediate ESL readers

appear to utilize contextual or textual dues. They are not efficient top-down

processors, making appropriate prédictions based on context (p. 199). Carrelfs (1984)

fmdings conclude that non-native speakers fail to use background information

because they are "linguistically bound," which means second or foreign language

readers usually do not bave satisfactory word skill récognition, or are not able to

effectively comprehend interprétative processes.

It seems apparent in some of the research literature that non-native reading

behaviour is, in some instances, significantly différent ffom that of native speakers

(Hudson, 1982; Adams, 1982; Perkins, 1983; Carrell, 1983a, 1983b; Carrell and

Wallace 1983). Findings from these studies suggest that the reader's background

knowledge influences the way that he or she responds to literary texts in second and

foreign language classrooms.

2.1.3 Authentic Texts in L2 Contexts

For the purposes of this study, authentic literary texts will be defined as unedited,

unsimplified, imaginative texts written for a native target population. There is général

consensus in the current literature that the use of authentic texts in second language
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contexts can be highly motivating for leamers. They give leamers a sense of

achievement when understood, and se encourage further reading.

Goodman (1976); Krashen (1981, 1985); Johnson (1982); Villegas Rogers &

Medley (1988); Baeon (1989); Shook (1997); Young (1999); Scowcroft, Edwards

and Jutras (2007) have favoured the use of authentic texts for various levels of L2

leamers. Proponents of this view believe that authentic texts offer L2 students

opportunities to be introduced to real context and natural examples of language.

Goodman (1976) also stated that good readers take advantage of the natural

redundancy found in authentic texts, using that redundancy to help them reconstruct

the entire text even if they have leamed only a portion of the graphie material itself.

In other words, the normal redundancy within authentic texts can help L2 leamers

come to understand unfamiliar words without too much dismption in their overall

understanding of the text. Some researchers (e.g., Kramsch, 1985; Davis, 1992),

however, believe that authentic materials are often too difficult for students with

limited language proficieney and, therefore, that leamers should be reading texts that

have been created or modified to support the leamers' pedagogieal needs. Some of

the literature reveals that L2 readers can have too limited language proficieney and

insufficient linguistic and cultural competencies to successfully comprehend

authentic literary texts (e.g., Davies and Widdowson, 1974; McLaughlin, 1987;

Shook, 1997; Day & Bamford, 1998; Young, 1999). The négative aspect of authentic

materials is that they can be too culturally spécifie for L2 readers. Often good

knowledge of the target culture is required when reading. In addition, complex
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grammatical structures appear in those texts and can cause lower level compréhension

problems when decoding the texts (Martinez, 2002).

According to Widdowson (1990) "language presented to leamers should be

simplified in some way for easy access and acquisition" (p. 67). He believes that

linguistic simplification is supposed to "bring the language of the original within the

scope of the leamers' transitional linguistic compétence" (p. 185). However, Blau

(1982) and Parker and Chaudron (1987) disagree on the usefiilness of linguistic

simplification and suggest that by simplifying an authentic text, its real meaning may

be distorted. Parker and Chaudron suggest that linguistic simplification does not

necessarily make a text easier to understand as a whole. Byrd (2000) has wamed of

the danger of using inauthentic simplified materials, saying that "these materials can

remain difficult because of the loss of connectors and other language used to guide

the reader through the text" (p. 2). In other words, they ail suggest that the language

in non-authentic texts is often artificial, concentrating only on something that has to

be taught. By using simplified, non-authentic texts it is also very unlikely that L2

leamers will encounter these samples of language in the real world.

2.2 Reading Compréhension

Over the last décades, research into L1 reading processes has offered cognitive

models that explain what is involved in the act of reading. Some research in L1

reading has suggested that reading cannot be explained as a process of recognizing

words on the page in a linear sequence (Frederiksen, 1975, 1986). In other words,

reading is not simply a linear act. Anderson, Reynolds, Schallert and Goetz (1977)
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believe that "every act of compréhension involves one's knowiedge of the world as

well" (p. 369). They suggest that the more knowiedge of the world one brings to a

text greater the understanding of that text will be.

Many L2 researchers share the opinion that reading compréhension is crucial to

acquiring new linguistic Systems (Carrell, 1983; Chaudron, 1985; Tian, 1990; Davis,

1992; N. C. Ellis, 1994; 2001; R. Ellis, 1985; Gass, 1997; Gass Selinker, 2001; Chi,

2002; Vizcaino, 2002; Krashen, 1985; Lee & VanPatten, 2003; Long, 1985; Schmidt,

1990; 1995; VanPatten, 1996, 2003; Pulido, 2007; Nassaji, 2007 and Shen, 2008).

Findings ffom these studies suggest that language eomprehension goes heyond the

knowiedge of language itself to include the knowiedge of the world as well. They

suggest that acquiring a new language System requires not only syntactic knowiedge,

but also real world knowiedge.

2.2.1 Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processes

It is still not eompletely clear how texts beeome compréhensible to L2 readers or

how L2 readers comprehend important information from L2 texts. It is generally

accepted that readers process texts in two ways, top-down and bottom-up (Goodman,

1967; Rumelhart, 1976; Clarke and Silberstein, 1977; Coady, 1979; Stanovich, 1980;

Smith, 1982; Carrell, 1983). The term bottom-up processing is used to describe the

type of process in which the reader relies mostly on the decoding of individual words

on the page without taking into account his or her hackground knowiedge or

expectations. Top-down processing, on the other hand, goes from général to spécifie.
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It starts in the mind of the reader, who sampies textual information only to confirm

his/her hypothèses and prédictions about the text. In other words, top-down

processing is related to the reliance on other cognitive skiils such as the reader's

existing knowledge or background knowledge about a topic. Thus, readers apply top-

down processes in order to make texts understandable. The most comprehensive

description of the reading process, however, can be found in interactive models which

combine éléments of both bottom-up and top down models.

2.2.3 Interactive Processing in Reading

Second language researchers currently view reading as an interactive process that

involves both bottom-up and top-down processing (Bamett, 1989; Carrell, Devine, &

Eskey, 1988). Proponents of this view think that the reader is an active processor who

uses bottom-up processing to receive information from a text, and subsequently

applies prior backgroimd knowledge in order to make sense both of the text and of the

words within the text (Horiba, 1993). In other words, the reader retrieves relevant

information ffom his background knowledge about a topic, while simultaneously

considering ail the text éléments présent to achieve compréhension.

Goodman's reseaxch (1967, 1970) was among some of the first to spark the

recent interest in the possibility that reading is not simply linear, but rather involves

interaction among différent levels of processing. In this conceptualization of reading,

the process is viewed as one in which the reader makes use of higher-level knowledge

in order to comprehend lower-level structures. According to this view, reading is
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regarded as 'a psycholinguistic guessing game', in which readers identify most words

by making prédictions based on général knowledge and the preceding syntactic and

semantic eontext.

The reader is not eonfined to information he reçoives ffom a half inch of

print in clear focus... The reader uses syntactic and semantic information

as well. He predicts and antieipates on the basis of this information,

sampling ffom the print just enough to confirm his guess of what's

eoming, to eue more semantic and syntactic information. Redundancy and

sequential constraints in language, which the reader reacts to, make this

prédiction possible. (Goodman, p. 131)

According to Goodman, what happens "behind the eye" is as important as what

is on the printed page. Goodman focused on how the reader's syntactic and semantic

knowledge assists in the process of reading compréhension. More recently,

researchers have expanded this focus to include ways that both background

knowledge and knowledge of discourse constraints assist compréhension (e.g.,

Carrell, 1983; Kintsch, 1988; Sanford & Garrod, 1998). Therefore, reading involves

the skill of identifying information in the text and the skill of such integrating

knowledge in the readers' mind.

Smith (1982) has been another strong and influential proponent of an

interactional conceptualization of reading. Adding to Goodman's fmdings, he

emphasized the rôle of what he referred to as "non-visual information." According to
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Smith, non-visual information that does not come from the printed page, is related to

catégories of information such as background knowledge and linguistic knowledge.

These kinds of knowledge allow the reader to make prédictions about what will be

coming next, based on orthographie, syntactic, semantic, and background

information.

What we have in our heads is a theory of what the world is like, a

theory that is the basis of ail our perceptions and understanding of the

world. ... If we can make sense of the world at ail, it is by interpreting

our interactions with the world in the light of our theory. ... Anything

that I cannot make relate to the theory of the world in my head will not

make sense to me.... The system of knowledge that is the theory of the

world in our heads has a structure just like any other theory or system

of organization information. Information systems have three basic

components: a set of catégories, some rules for specifying membership

of the catégories, and a network of interrelations among catégories.

(Smith, 1982, p. 54-57)

Smith asserts that prédictions that readers make on varions levels help them avoid

being overloaded by information from the printed page. Without some expectation

about what is coming, a reader could be overwhelmed with new information.

For English language leaming, the ability to read fluently has become an

essential language skill that students need to acquire in order to address the différent
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purposes of reading, especially in the ESL context. Smith suggests that the task of

understanding written discourse dépends on the distribution of information in the

printed text, on the reader's voluntary and automatic intégration of this information,

and on information or "schemata" in the reader's mind. Thus, what readers

comprehend of a given text may vary considerably. Such variation is a fimction of the

nature of the text itself and of the extent to which the reader possesses, uses, and

intégrâtes linguistic knowledge and background knowledge. In other words, the

reading process combines elements such as the readers' reading abilities and prior

expériences to comprehend the complex meanings of passages, to explore the writer's

thoughts, and to actively construct new knowledge and reading expériences ffom

what they are reading.

2.3 Schéma Theory

Linguists, cognitive psychologists, and psycholinguists have used the concept of

schéma or schéma theory to explain that reading compréhension is an active process

between the reader and the text during which the reader is required to fit the dues

provided in the text to his or her own background knowledge. Today the daim that

background knowledge is an essential déterminer of reading compréhension is

generally agreed upon in the literature on L1 reading compréhension. Our knowledge

and expériences of the world around us influence how a text is processed; this is

known as schéma theory (Bartlett, 1932). According to Barlett, the reader's

perception of a particular text involves one's prior expériences. In order to explain
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and better understand the complexity involved in this process, Bartlett developed the

schéma theory. He believed that readers organized their perceptions into schemata,

mental previously acquired information when reading an unfamiliar text. Subséquent

researchers agree that schéma theory draws attention to the constructive nature of the

reading process and to the critical rôle of the reader and the interaction between the

text and the reader's background knowledge. (Adams and Collins, 1979; Rumelhart,

1980; Steffensen & Joag-Dev, 1984; Alderson & Urquhart, 1988; Roller & Matambo,

1992; Barry & Lazarte, 1995; Carrell, 1987, 1992; Carrell & Eisterhold, 1983; Carrell

& Wise, 1998; Floyd & Carrell, 1987; Hudson, 1982; Lee, 1986; Peretz & Shoham,

1990,; and Tan, 1990)

In other words, we answer to most everyday situations more or less

automatically, in ternis of the knowledge that we already possess. Schéma theory

takes that knowledge and applies it to reading, and to how readers interact with the

text for compréhension.

2.3.1 Définition of Schéma or Schemata

From the mid 1970's on, there have been attempts to specify and represent schéma

or schemata. Rumelhart and Ortony (1976) define schemata as "data structures for

representing the generic concepts stored in memory" (p. 101). Rumelhart (1981)

states that schéma theory is essentially a theory conceming "how knowledge is

represented in mind and about how that représentation facilitâtes the use of the

knowledge in particular ways"(p. 4). According to Rumelhart (1982), schemata can

be considered "the building blocks of cognition" because they are mechanisms used
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to reinterpret the stored information to reconstruct the original interprétation.

Anderson (1978) points ont that schéma allow the reader to make inferences and fill

information not explicitly ineluded in the text. Sehallert (1982) believes that sehemata

are "abstract structures that represent what one holds to be generally truc about the

world" (p. 20).

Minsky (1975); Schank & Abelson (1977) and Schank (1982) suggest that schéma

theory was created to describe the rôle of knowledge in the mind. Smith (1994)

suggests that:

.. .everything we know and believe is organized in a theory of what the

world is like, a theory that is the basis of ail our perceptions and

understanding of the world, the root of ail leaming, the source of hopes

and fears, motive and expectancies, reusing and creativity. And this

theory is ail we have. If we make sense of the world at ail, it is by

interpreting our interactions with the world in the light of our theory.

The theory is our shield against bewilderment. (p. 8)

2.3.2 Sehemata versus Background Knowledge

Schéma theory is quite complex. For the purposes of the présent study, the

concepts of "schéma" or "sehemata" and background knowledge will be examined. In

L2 research, the two terms schéma theory and background knowledge have

sometimes been equated or used interchangeably (Carrell, 1983, 1985; Carrell &
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Eisterhold, 1983). Différent researchers use différent labels for the concept of

background knowledge. For the purposes of this research, the varions concepts of

background knowledge will not be distinguished. These notions of background

knowledge and schemata will be taken into considération to refer to readers' prior

knowledge or expériences that may represent the diversity and also différent

backgrounds that they bring to the reading task. (Schank & Abelson, 1977; Schank,

1977; Nassaji, 2007)

More recent L2 research on how knowledge is acquired, processed and retrieved

in our minds such as that of Al-Issa (2006) agréés with Widdowson's fmdings (1983)

that schéma or schemata are seen as mental structures that help us organize

information in our long-term memories. According to Al-Issa, understanding the rôle

of schéma in SLA, is a useful way to explain to how L2 readers' adjust their

difficulties encountered in the text in order to go beyond the meaning of a text.

More recently, Nassaji (2007) investigated how knowledge is represented and

organized in the mind and also what rôle it plays in discourse compréhension and

interprétation. According to this researcher;

This preexisting mental représentation of ideas then acts as an advance

organizer during compréhension and helps the reader recognize,

arrange, and interpret the ideas accordingly. The utilization of the same

schéma during recall allows readers to reconstruct the information
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encoded in compréhension and helps them to recall these ideas in their

respective order or level of importance as well. (p.93)

Shen (2008) agréés with Nassaji (2007) that a text only provides directions for

listeners or readers as to how they should retrieve or construct meaning of their own

(p. 104-5). Shen suggests that this previously acquired knowledge is called

"background knowledge" and that meaning is reconstructed or created during the

reading process through the interaction of text and the reader's backgroimd

knowledge.

Our schemata is pre-established and supported in our previous expériences, prior

knowledge and sociocultural context environment. In our daily life, when we read,

speak, Write or hear, we activate our prior knowledge spontaneously, without being

aware of what we are doing. Schéma or schemata are the organization of world

knowledge in blocks stored in mind. This knowledge involves concepts about

events, people, objects, among other linguistic elements. According to Bartlett the

term schéma refers to "... an active organization of past reactions, or past

experience." (cited in Anderson & Pearson, 1990:39)

Carrell & Eisterhold (1990) state that schemata are previously acquired knowledge

structures (p.76). Anderson & Pearson (1990) defined schemata as "...how the

reader's schemata, or knowledge already stored in memory, function in the process of

interpreting new information and allowing it to enter and become a part of the

knowledge store." (p.37). Meurer(1991) says that schemata are "...pattems which
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represent the way experience and knowledge are organized in mind." (p. 167). To

Meurer, compréhension dépends on the interaction between what is written and

the activation of voluntary and automatic schéma in the mind of the reader. Anderson

(1994) states that "...a reader's schéma, or organized knowledge of the world,

provides much of the bases for comprehending, leaming, and remembering the ideas

in stories and texts." (p. 469). Ail these authors agree that schemata are mental

organizations that help the understanding of new incoming information.

According to Kozminsky & Kozminsky (2001) prior knowledge "encompasses

whatever readers already know about events, ideas or objects described to them,

influences the meaning that they construct from the text [...] (p. 181) In other words,

prior knowledge involves our whole world knowledge throughout our life, and it is

organized into structures called schémas. According to these authors prior

knowledge of a given topic increases the amount of information recalled on the

same topic. That is to say that the more prior knowledge a reader has about a

particular topic, the more information that can be retrieved.

2.3.3 Content Schemata

Bransford (1994) gives an example of a situation which occurs when a reader has

no content schemata to establish an appropriate setting. For example, in the phrase

"Jane decided not to wear her matching silver necklace, earrings, and belt because she

was going to the airport." A reader who has already ridden a plane can understand
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that Jane avoided using metals due to métal detector since they cause delays at the

airport. On the other hand, a reader who does not bave such content based knowledge

will not understand the text or give a différent interprétation of what the author

intended.

Tyler (2001) states that knowledge of a topic facilitâtes the understanding of oral

interaction in every-day situations. According to this author, referring to the topic is a

way to activate prior knowledge. Results showed that among non-natives referring

to the topic is a way to activate prior knowledge. Data analyses showed that a lack of

content schemata or familiar content-hased knowledge will affect reading

compréhension.

Barry and Lazarte (1998) examined the inferences written in recall-protocols of

English-speaking participants after they have read historical texts written in Spanish.

The results suggest that the interaction between prior knowledge and the reading

topic must be taken into account. The results indicate that readers with higher prior

knowledge were able to generate more inferences than low prior knowledge readers.

In other words, this research suggests that when the reader is familiar with the topic

of text, he or she is more likely to grasp deeper meanings of the text.

Vizcaino (2002) investigated how previous content knowledge, cultural

background and linguistic background influence the way native speakers of Spanish

interpret literary texts in English. The fmdings in this study show that the
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participants' past and présent expériences, as well as their future expectations,

influence the way they understand a literary text in a second language.

Keshavarz, Atai and Ahmadi's study (2007) investigated the effects of linguistic

simplification and content schemata on reading compréhension and recall. To collect

data, the study used two types of texts: content-familiar and content-unfamiliar.

Results of this study showed that language proficiency had a significant effect on

both reading compréhension and recall. However, the study results also suggest that

linguistic simplification did not apparently improve a reader's ability to understand a

text when the content of the text was unfamiliar. Keshavarz, Atai and Ahmadi suggest

that these results may indicate that when the content of a text is familiar, readers can

more easily guess the meanings of unknown words. This is not true for texts in which

the content is unfamiliar since text simplification does not appear to help.

A number of studies have been donc in relation to reading and schéma theory,

using content schemata. The results of these studies are sometimes difficult to

compare, because of the différences in participants, sets of variables, and techniques

used (Rumelhart, 1975, 1980; Anderson et al, 1977; Steffenson, Joag-Dev, and

Anderson, 1979). However, they can hopefully shed some light on how and whether

second language leamers make use of schemata in reading.

2.3.4 Content schemata and second language readers
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As with first language readers the traditional emphasis has been on the language to

be comprehended and net on the person attempting compréhension.

In these essentially linguistic views of compréhension, each word,

each well-formed sentence, and every well-formed text 'has' a

meaning. Meaning is conceived to be 'in' the text and to have a

separate, independent existence from the reader. Failures to

comprehend a nondefective text are viewed as being due to language

spécifie déficits - perhaps a word as not in the reader's vocabulary, a

rule of grammar was misapplied, an anaphoric cohesive tic was

improperly coordinated, and so on. (Carrell, 1984, p. 332)

The recent interest in reading and schéma theory among first language reading

specialists has attracted the attention of second language teachers and researchers.

Second language theorists are coming to recognize that what the reader knows is as

important as what is on the page. (Nassaji, 2007)

A study by Steffensen, Joag-Dev and Anderson (1979) did not use language

specifically as a variable, since the participants were American native English

speakers and Indians (natives of India) whose English proficieney was very high.

However, the study did address the issue of cultural différences in background

knowledge and how this knowledge assists or interfères with compréhension.

The researchers had American and Indian participants read descriptions of

weddings fî om their own culture and then write descriptions of the weddings.
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Members of both groups read the descriptions from the other culture more slowly

than the one from their own. They not only remembered more détails of the weddings

of their own culture and remembered them more accurately; they were able to draw

correct inferences from the description of the wedding in their own culture. This

would tend to indicate that readers were making use of schéma that is spécifie to their

culture for weddings in storing the text in memory and in interpreting the meaning of

the text.

Participants tended to draw incorrect inferences from the descriptions of the

weddings fi-om the other culture based on the schéma of weddings in their own

culture. For example, the description of the American wedding included a mention

that the bride wore her grandmother's wedding gown. An Indian participant reported,

in the recall protocol, that the dress was, unfortunately, old and out of fashion, a

comment which would fit the Indian view that it is important for the bride's family to

show their économie status by providing a new, fashionable wedding sari for the

bride to wear. American readers, in contrast, emphasized the aspect of family

tradition involved in the bride wearing her grandmother's dress, which fits with the

schéma for American weddings. Apparently when readers do have appropriate

schemata (as the Indian readers did not have a schéma for American weddings) they

interpret input according to the most similar schéma that they do have (i.e., the

schéma for Indian weddings).

In addition, recall protocols were often vague in areas where readers did not have

schemata. For example, the text on the Indian wedding contained détails about gifls
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exchanged by the families. Indian respondents not only tended to remember what the

gifts were, they commented on the significance of the gifts. In contrast, descriptions

of the gifts by Americans were vague and did not include any information about the

significance of the gifts.

This study is an indication that, even in the native language or a string second

language, the reader's knowledge of the schematic background of a text might aid

compréhension. In addition, lack of an appropriate schéma for a text hampers

accurate compréhension. It is likely to be even a more serions problem for readers of

a second language who have less-than-adequate language proficiency.

One problem with this study is that the researchers did not measure the prior

knowledge that the participants had about weddings in other cultures. While most

Americans probably do not know much about Indian wedding customs, Indians living

in the United States may have leamed about them from other sources. Participants

who knew about weddings customs from the other culture may have produeed more

accurate recall protocols than those who did not.

This issue raises an important question in the intercultural study of schemata and

compréhension. It is whether the process of comprehending is différent when making

use of schemata from one's own culture than when making use of schemata leamed

from another culture. The question is complicated by the fact that schemata can

overlap between cultures. Members of one culture do not necessarily share ail of the

same schemata.
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2.3.5 Context and Activation ofSchemata

Recent years have seen a growing awareness within text processing literature that

ail texts occur and are processed within contexts (e.g., Bransford and Johnson, 1972,

1975; Andersen, Reynolds, Schallert and Goetz, 1977; Hudson, 1982; Carrell, 1983;

Carrel and Wallace, 1983; Balota, Pollastek, and Rayner, 1985; Perfetti, 1985;

Duranti & Goodwin, 1992; van Dijk, 1997; Chen and Donin, 1997). These studies

suggest that the knowledge représentations that an individual possesses include

représentations spécifie to contexts in which particular texts occur, and that the

availability of a context significantly influences readers' understanding and recall of

written texts. Bransford and Johnson (1972, 1973) showed that placing a text in

context, for example by using titles or pictures, through which readers could relate an

ambiguous text to their prior background knowledge, enahled those readers to recall

the text. An important finding bas heen that while context bas a facilitating effect for

L1 readers, it bas apparently no such effect on L2 readers. For example, in the first

chapter of the novel St. Urbain 's Horseman, by Mordecai Richler, the narrator

suddenly changes register and begins describing Willie Mays' swing. A native

language reader with appropriate background knowledge or schemata will understand

that the sudden change in register is to a baseball announcer's voice, and that Willie

is a legendary player - ail without ever reading the word "baseball" in Richler's

description. Such reader bas the context to understand baseball and its referents that a

non-native is unlikely to have. Therefore, context is not always helpful to L2 readers.
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Carrell and Wallace (1983) investigated the influence of context and familiarity

and the implications for L1 and L2 reading compréhension. Context or lack of it was

defmed by the presence or absence of a title and picture page. They found that native

speakers utilize context as part of a processing strategy to make cognitive prédictions

of what a text is going to be about as it is being read. However, non-native speakers

do not process a text in this way, they do not use context "as part of top-down

processing strategy to make cognitive prédictions based on context about the text's

meaning" (p.305). The results suggest that unlike non-native speakers, native

speakers use context as part of a processing strategy to make prédictions as they read.

Many researchers like Carrell (1983), Rumelhart and Ortony (1977), Al-Issa

(2006) and Nassaji (2007) agree that readers are able to comprehend a text when they

activate their background knowledge, schéma or schemata. According to Carrell,

what is understood from a text is a fonction of the particular schéma that is activated

at the time of processing or reading the text (p. 556). Nassaji gives an example which

helps us imderstand how a reader is able to "fill in the slots" when reading:

For example, if in reading a text, a reader encounters a sentence such

as "He pounded a nail into the wall," the word "hammer," which is one

of the default values associated with the verb "pound," will be

simultaneously activated and used to fill in the empty slot for the agent

of the verb, leading to the inference that the pounding has been

probably done with "a hammer."(p. 87)
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Therefore, not only is it important for the reader to have background knowledge in

order to read more efficiently, but also it is essential that they are able to activate such

knowledge. Carrell (1983) and Al-Issa (2006) agree that when L2 readers fail to

activate an appropriate schéma or simply lack it, they automatically fail to

comprehend the text.

According to Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) there are two sources of activation

for sehemata:

Bottom up proeessing occurs when aspects of the input directly

suggest or activate sehemata whieh correspond to them and when the

sehemata themselves activate or suggest dominating sehemata of

whieh they are constituents. ... Top down proeessing, on the other

hand, arises from sehemata activating their constituent subschemata.

(p. 128)

In other words, one way to activate sehemata is via text data, for example, textual

features such as words, sentences, paragraphs, or grammar. The other is via the

reader's existing knowledge.

Hudson (1982) looked at the effeets of différent prereading exercises intended to

activate sehemata within the reading performance of beginning, intermediate and

advanced students, primarily Iranians. In one condition, students were shown pietures

related to the text, whieh they discussed. Afterwards, students privately generated

prédictions about the content of the text. In the second condition, students were given
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a list of vocabulary words and définitions. Both of these groups answered questions

about the content of the text. In the third condition, students read the text, answered

questions about it, read the text again, and answered the same questions again. Scores

were significantly higher for the first condition for beginning and intermediate

students. There was no différence for advanced students. Hudson interpreted this to

indicate that advanced readers were able to activate schemata without outside help,

but at the lower levels, some help in activating schemata was necessary.

While this study does indicate that prereading exercises are of some use to

begiiming and intermediate students, it is not clear ffom the study what aspects of the

prereading exercise were effective in activating the schéma. In the first condition,

participants saw pictures related to the story, they discussed what was in the pictures,

and they generated prédictions. This raises a number of questions about the necessary

and sufficient conditions for activating schemata using prereading exercises. Was it

one of these three steps that activated the schéma, or an interaction of the three?

Would, for example, studying the pictures without discussing them have produced the

same resuit? Was generating prédictions a necessary part of the process? Would

generating prédictions have been sufficient alone? Further research to clarify the

answers to these questions would be useful.

2.4 Access to Background Knowledge

Although leaming how to décodé accurately and fluently is a necessary part of

reading, most researchers recognize it is not sufficient to ensure compréhension. A
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number of researchers agree that the effect of the rôle of background knowledge in

language compréhension is primordial for the understanding of a text (Bartlett, 1932;

Schank & Abelson, 1977; Coady, 1979; Rumelhart, 1980; Hudson, 1982; Anderson

& Pearson, 1984; Block, 1986; Carrell, 1987; Carrell & Eisterhold, 1988; Bemhardt,

1991; Gamer, 1994;Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; Lee, 1997; Kintsch, 1998;

N. C. Ellis, 2001; Nassaji, 2002, 2007; Al-Issa, 2006; Pulido, 2007 and Shen, 2008).

These researchers suggest that a main déterminant of the knowledge individuals can

obtain ffom the act of reading is the knowledge that they already possess. The results

of their varions studies indicate that prior background knowledge bas a significant

impact on performance measures of reading compréhension. In other words,

possession of background knowledge helps L2 readers understand L2 texts.

This concept of background knowledge is referred to by other différent names

and expressions. Carrell & Eisterhold (1988) defme the readers' background

knowledge as "previously acquired knowledge." Pulido (2007) refers to it as "the

knowledge that guides compréhension" (p. 161). Shen (2008) says that is "a bridge

Connecting input and output." Keshavarz & Atai (2007); Barry & Lazarte (1998);

Pulido (2007); Keshavarz & Atai (2007) refer to it as "prior knowledge."

Background knowledge, also referred to as "world knowledge," can be defined

as knowledge structures which contain generic information about aspects of the

world, such as différent types of objects, people, situations and texts (Frederiksen &

Donin, 1991; Kintsch, 1998; Sanford & Garrod, 1998). Background knowledge arises

ffom repeated exposure to similar expériences. It is ail the knowledge that an
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individual has stored in mind. Background knowledge or prier experience is the basis

for existing schemata and, therefore, the basis for deriving meaning from and making

interprétations with new knowledge. Adams and Bruce (1980) suggest there are three

forms of background knowledge important to the compréhension of text: conceptual

knowledge (language and meaning), social knowledge (intention and meaning,

particularly the social relations among characters), and story knowledge (stéréotypé

characters, genre characteristics, and story structure). It is the interaction between

reader and text in each of these areas, separately and simultaneously, which facilitâtes

or impedes compréhension. From this perspective then, extending the range of these

knowledge structures will enhance the possibilities for compréhension. Therefore,

according to this aspect of schéma theory, it helps readers to comprehend texts that

are situated within a context.

Carrell (1982) investigated the effects of three components of background

knowledge in reading compréhension: prior knowledge (familiar vs. novel), prior

eues to the content of the text (context vs. non context) and degree to which the

lexical items in the text reveal the content area (transparent vs. opaque). Her

participants were undergraduate advanced and high-intermediate native speakers of

English. Carrell used variables of context (providing or not providing and title and

picture), transparency (presence and absence of vocabulary) and familiarity (presence

and absence of prior knowledge about the content). The participants were asked to

Write their recall protocols in the L2. Carrell reported that native speakers performed
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better because of their access to background knowledge, whereas non-native readers

performed less well because of their lack of background knowledge.

Diana Pulido (2007) investigated second language adult readers attempt to

understand unfamiliar vocabulary words when reading a L2 text. The texts used for

this study were two more familiar narrative passages and two less familiar ones. The

results suggest that background knowledge did not influence the understanding of the

text.

2.4.1 Lack ofBackground Knowledge

What happens when L2 students lack background knowledge? How do students

solve the problem of lack of background knowledge? A number of studies have

investigated what L2 readers do when confronted with text passages for which they

lack background knowledge. Carrell (1987); Johnson (1982); Barry and Lazarte

(1998); Scowcroft, Edwards and Jutras (2007) found that participants had greater

compréhension success with a culturally familiar text than with a culturally

unfamiliar one. L2 readers attempt to understand a text by imposing meaning from

their own background knowledge on the aspects of the text that is unfamiliar. Thus,

when reading a culturally unfamiliar text, the students' interprétation could be

hampered. Obah (1983) asserts that students face both a cultural and a concept gap

when reading works from a différent culture. That is, there is a mismatch between the

background knowledge presupposed by the text and the background knowledge
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possessed by the reader (Carrell &, Eisterhold, 1983). Carrell and Mayer (1986) assert

that a reader's ability to understand a passage dépends to a greater extent on the

reader's prier knowledge. Wilson and Andersen (1986) peint te a number ef cress-

cultural studies which shew that when readers are faced with texts based en a

différent eulture they spend a longer time reading the text, understand less ef it, and

preduce more distertiens ef events and concepts than when faeed with texts based en

their ewn culture (p.40). In ether werds, the reasen why L2 leamers fail te understand

L2 texts may be related te a laek ef cultural backgreund knowledge (Rumelhart,

1980; Carrell, 1983,1984; Lee, 1997; Shen, 2008).

Still, there is minimal research that empirically investigates whether er hew

backgreund knowledge facilitâtes L2 reading compréhension ef literary texts. There

is aise relatively little research cenducted en hew L2 readers use, misuse er neglect te

use backgreund knowledge when reading literary texts, which arguably pose a greater

reading challenge than information texts de, even fer advanced students.

2.5 Summary

The findings ef these studies suggest that previding students with backgreund

knowledge relating te content schemata, er familiar centent-based knowledge, can

bave a positive effect en second language reading compréhension. Still, there is a lack

ef research that empirically investigates whether er hew backgreund knowledge

facilitâtes L2 reading compréhension ef literary texts. Therefere, the backgreund
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knowledge schéma theory or the background aspect of it seems like a good entry

point for the current study.

Many of these researchers agree that the effect of the rôle of background

knowledge in language compréhension is primordial for the understanding of a text.

They suggest that background knowledge is the basis for existing schemata and,

therefore, the basis for deriving meaning ffom and making interprétations of new

knowledge. From this perspective then, the existence of background knowledge will

enhance the possibilities for compréhension.

This conceptual framework leads to two général research questions:

-  How do linguistically and cognitively mature post-secondary L2 readers make

use of existing content-based and cultural background knowledge when

reading literary texts?

How do post-secondary L2 readers solve the problem of lack of background

knowledge when reading unfamiliar literary texts?
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter will outline the study's context, participants and the instruments

used to gather data, as well as its data analysis procédures.

3.1 Participants and Research Context

Reading compréhension in a second language is a complex set of processes that

take place in the leamer's mind. The extent to which leamers consciously focus on

spécifie aspects of language, and the degree to which they lean to particular aspects of

the language and how this is done has been the object of debate in many second and

foreign language teaching researches (Carrell, 1983; Chaudron, 1985; Tian, 1990;

Davis, 1992; N. C. Ellis, 1994; 2001; R. Ellis, 1985; Gass, 1997; Gass Selinker, 2001;

Chi, 2002; Vizcaino, 2002; Krashen, 1985; Lee & VanPatten, 2003; Long, 1985;

Schmidt, 1990; 1995; VanPatten, 1996, 2003; Pulido, 2007; Nassaji, 2007 and Shen,

2008).

The participants in this qualitative study are three post-secondary level non-

native English speakers. The participants are enrolled in a French language

university, located in Québec, Canada. Among the ten provinces of Canada, Québec

is the only one that is majority francophone. One of the three participants is enrolled

in the English Studies program and has taken ail of his classes in English. This

programme has as one of its mandates to graduate students with English language

skills advanced enough for the professional milieu. This participant originates ffom

Brazil, lived in the United States for five years, and has over seven years experience
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teaching ESL. The second participant originates from Québec, and lived and studied

English intensively for six months in Alberta, a predominantly Anglophone provinee

of Canada. This participant is enrolled in the BEALS programme, which préparés

students to teach English as a second language. The third participant originates from

Spain, where she studied English for 5 years. This student recently graduated in

Mechanieal Engineering in Germany, where she lived for more than twelve years.

This participant has been living in Québec for two years now. The participants'

permission was obtained aecording to the Institutional Human Research Ethics Policy

(Université de Sherbrooke, 2003).

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis Procédures

The data collection procédures were designed to address the following research

questions:

How do linguistically and cognitively mature post-seeondary L2 readers make

use of existing content-based and cultural background knowledge when

reading a literary text?

How do post-secondary L2 readers solve the problem of lack of background

knowledge when reading unfamiliar literary texts?

This qualitative study gathered data obtained using three instruments. The

primary tool was a think-aloud verbal protocol. Gamer (1987); Ericsson & Simon

(1987, 1993); Green (1998); Pressley & Afflerbach (1995); Afîlerbach (2000); Brown
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& Rodgers (2002) and Gass «fe Mackey (2007) agree that the think-aloud protocol is

an effective and commonly used tool that can elieit data about cognitive and

metacognitive stratégies use by readers, as it provides a ricb source of information

about eomprebension processes. According to Anderson (1991) "a verbal report or

tbink-aloud protocol is produced wben a reader verbalizes bis or ber tbougbt

processes wbile completing a given task" (p. 460). Tbis type of data can allow us

direct insigbt into leamer tbougbt processes.

Tbe tbree post-secondary non-native Englisb speakers wbo participated in tbis

qixalitative study were asked to read an unfamiliar literary text tbat required spécifie

kinds of cultural and linguistic background knowledge for full understanding. Tbe

researcber explained, demonstrated, tben briefly practiced tbe tbink-aloud protocol

witb eacb participant before asking tbem to read and tbink-aloud about tbe story. Tbe

participants were initially asked to tbink-aloud wbile tbey were reading and tell tbe

researcber wbatever was passing tbrougb tbeir minds, in particular about tbeir

understanding of tbe story as it related to background knowledge. Tbe partieipants

were allowed to use botb tbeir L1 and L2 in tbeir tbink-aloud protocols. If tbe

participants were only reading and not tbinking-aloud, tbey would be prompted by

tbe researcber to say out loud wbat was going on in tbeir minds. Tbey were allowed

to use as mucb time as tbey needed. Tbe wbole session, including training, lasted

approximately 40-90 minutes for eacb participant.

Tbe tbink-aloud verbal protoeols were digitally recorded, tben transcribed for

analysis. Once transcribed, tbe data was coded and tbe pattems tbat arose from tbe
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data were analysed (Gamer, 1987; Ericsson & Simon, 1987, 1993; Green, 1998;

Pressiey & Afïlerbach, 1995; Afïlerbach, 2000; Brown & Rodgers, 2002 and Gass &

Mackey, 2007).

In order to triangulate the findings (Creswell, 2008; Brown & Rogers, 2002), the

researcher also recorded non-verbal data, such as pauses or gestures. In addition to

collecting non-verbal data, the researcher asked follow-up questions about meaning in

the text. The non-verbal data helped the researcher note when the participants were

having difïiculties in the reading process, and to probe, if necessary, about the cause

or causes of the difïiculties. The follow-up questions enabled the researcher to

explore what was difficult for each participant, and also to gage the level of overall

inferential understanding that the participants had of the literary text used in the

study.

3.3 Text Sélection

The first chapter of St. Urbain's Horseman by the Anglo-Canadian writer

Mordecai Richler was chosen to elicit how linguistically and cognitively mature L2

post-secondary readers make (or don't make) use of existing content-based and

cultural background knowledge when reading unfamiliar literary texts.

There were two primary criteria for the sélection of this text. The first criterion in

selecting this literary passage was that it was unfamiliar to the students. The second

was that the text would require cultural and content background knowledge in order
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for participants to access fiill understanding. The first chapter of Richler's novel is

linguistically accessible, but semantically complex. Readers are thrown into the

middle of the story and significant context is not explained or spelled out for the

reader. For example, in this paragraph:

As a St. Urbain Street boy he had, God forgive him, been ashamed of bis

parents' Yiddish accent. Now, that he lived in Hampstead, Sammy (and soon

Molly and Ben too, he supposed) mocked his immigrant's twang. Such, such

are the trendy's dues, Jake thought.

This passage from the story is an example of how Richler does not narrate word

by word what is literally happening. We, as readers, have to infer meaning from

abstractions in the text in order to draw appropriate conclusions about what is

happening.

A knowledgeable Canadian L1 reader will likely infer that Jake is Jewish (St.

Urbain) and that he grew up with immigrant parents. Now, he lives in a suburb in

London (Hampstead). He has three kids (Sammy, Molly and Ben). His own son

makes fun of his accent in a similar way that he probably made fun of his own

(Yiddish) parents'. We can imagine that he might be feeling the same way that his

parents must have felt with him as a child.

It is not the organizational aspect of language that will likely cause difïîculties in

understanding this passage. The readers' ability to make a single inference by

correctly interpreting denotative and connotative dues and relating those dues to
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both Personal expérience, and knowledge and experience of the L2 culture is what

will likely cause difficulties (Hillocks,1984).

Hillocks' taxonomy of skills in reading and interpreting fiction provides reading

level inventories to détermine a reader's ability to make increasingly complex

inferences about fiction. Answers to these questions will allow the researcher to gage

the overall inferential understanding of each participant. The levels described by

Hillocks are outlined in Figure 1 below. (quoted ffom FitzPatrick, 2008, p. 58)

Figure 1 - Reading Levels (Hillocks)

Level 1
Basic Stated Information: Questions about literal information that is prominent and
repeated, that is important to high levels of understanding; that information without
which you cannot understand or enjoy the text in any meaningful way.
Level 2
Key Détails: Questions about détails that are important to the twists and tums of the
plot. Détails that are so significant that they are likely only mentioned once.
Level 3
Stated Relationships: Questions that require readers to locate and repeat a relationship
that is stated in the text.
Level 4

Simple Implied Relationships: Questions that require readers to make a single
inference by dealing with denotative and connotative dues and relating information
to Personal experience and prior knowledge.

Level 5

Complex Implied Relationships: Questions that require readers to discem a pattem
among a variety of inference and draw an appropriate conclusion.
Level 6
Author's Generalization: Questions that require readers to propose a generalization
about the nature of the human condition that may be inferred from this text.
Level 7
Structural Generalization: Questions that require readers to articulate how the parts
for the work fonction together to generate certain effects.
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3.4 Implications and Limitations

This research has the potential to contribute to dut understanding of how L2

university-level readers use their existing background knowledge to understand

literary texts and what they do when confronted with text passages for which they

lack such knowledge. In addition it is hoped that the study will contribute to a better

understanding of L2 compréhension generally.

The limitations of this study are recognisable to ail researchers in the social

sciences who engage in qualitative research: each participant and each context is

particular. The findings of this study will not be generalizable.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

[...] we could consider the literary joumey as comparable to the
physical one we take when venturing to another country and
culture. No matter how much we may préparé ourselves, arm
ourselves with information about the unfamiliar culture, we

can be sure of encountering the unpredictable; we can be sure
of our own surprise expressed perhaps in terms of "But it
wasn't in the guidebook!" We can also be overprepared.
Armed with too much preliminary information, we may seek to
find what will confirm our "prior knowledge" (albeit limited).
Such information may function as a frame or a lens through
which the actual is then perceived. We may, therefore, be so
preoccupied with confirming what "the guidebook" said that
we miss the opportunity for the experience to speak directly to
us [...]. (Soter, 1997:226)

It is interesting to see how Soter establishes a parallel between a reader and a

traveller balancing the question of the importance of background knowledge. It

illustrâtes how the field of interprétation is a complex one, even more so when it is

related to reading literary texts from a non-native perspective. During the reading

process, L2 readers encounter gaps in the text which necessarily compel them to use

whatever background knowledge they possess in order to create meaning. In other

words, when reading a literary text, each reader can create a différent world out of it.

The complexity of the process of literary interprétation in a second language, in

addition to individual différences, such as drawing on past linguistic and life

expériences, may account for the fact that the participants' readings were
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heterogeneous since they demonstrated différent levels of interprétation based on

Hillock's literary hierarchy.

Prior to describing the results, the research questions that guided the study are

presented here as a reminder:

1. How do linguistically and cognitively mature post-secondary L2 readers make

use of existing content-based and cultural background knowledge when

reading literary texts?

2. What are some stratégies L2 readers use in order to solve the problem of lack

of background knowledge when reading unfamiliar literary texts?

Hillocks' taxonomy of skills in reading and interpreting fiction (1984) was used to

préparé questions that would collect the respondents' oral background knowledge use

with think-aloud verbal protocols (Green, 1998; Ericson, 1993) in post-test scénarios.

The taxonomy is a set of seven questions that measures both literal and inferential

levels of compréhension of a given text. While it is possible for a reader to skim the

text and locate the answers for the first three questions because they are stated

directly, the answers to the last four questions in the taxonomy must be drawn from

the reader's understanding of what is happening "between the lines" of a given

literary text.

The verbal protocol data were examined in order to déterminé whether or how

background knowledge increased participants' understanding of the text. The data in
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this study apparently show that the participants' cultural background knowledge bas

an impact on tbe manner in wbicb tbey understand and respond to literary texts.

4.1 Results by Participant

Researcb findings are reported in a manner wbicb prevents identification of any

participant mentioned in tbe verbal protocols. Participants' real names were cbanged

to pseudonyms.

Participant 1 (Roberto)

Roberto is enrolled in tbe Englisb studies program and bas taken ail bis classes in

Englisb. Tbis participant is originally from Brazil, lived in tbe United States for five

years and bas over seven years experience teacbing ESL. Ele quit bis job and sold ail

bis belongings in order to come bere and study Englisb in Québec, Canada. He was

very quiet during tbe tbink-aloud protocol. Wben be was only reading and not

tbinking-aloud, be bad to be prompted to frequently say out loud by tbe researcber

wbat was going on bis mind. Altbougb bis Englisb still needs some improvement, be

was fairly fluent and compréhensible.

Participant 2 (Julie)

Julie is from Québec, is a Frencb-speaker, and lived and studied Englisb

intensively for six montbs in Alberta, an Anglophone province of Canada Tbis

participant is enrolled in a B.Ed programme in Québec wbicb préparés students to
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teach English as a second language. Julie often struggled trying to find the right

words to express herself in English. She had the lowest levei of proficiency in English,

especially in regards to prononciation and grammar. Yet, she did not hesitate to take

risks when expressing her thoughts.

Participant 3 (Rosa)

Rosa is from Spain, where she studied English for five years. She recently

graduated in mechanical engineering in Germany, where she lived for more than

twelve years. She exhibited the strongest L2 language skills of the three participants.

4.1.1 Overall analysis

Taxonomy questions which measured the participants' literal and inferential

understanding of the literary text were designed with the template provided by

Hillocks' taxonomy of reading and interpreting fiction. The taxonomy is a

hierarchical set of seven questions that measures both the participants' literal level of

compréhension of a given text and their inferential level of understanding of a given

text. The seven taxonomic questions (from simplest to most complex) depicted in

Table 1 measure the ability of readers to access compréhension components in

literary texts. The first three skill types are literal level skills. They require

identification of information that appears explicitly in the text. The next four skill

types are inferential level skills that require generalizations about the relationships

that are not stated in the text. The questions illustrating each of the skill levels are
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based on Chapter 1 of St. Urbain's Horseman (1971) by Mordecai Richler. Verbal

protocols were used to collect the oral data that resulted when respondents answered

those questions. The cognitive challenge of the questions is designed to increase in a

hierarchical fashion ffom the first question to the seventh question (Hillocks &

Ludlow, 1984; Tian, 1991). While it is possible for a reader to skim the text and

locate the answers for the first three questions because they are stated directly in the

text, the answers to the last four questions in the taxonomy must be drawn from the

reader's background knowledge of a given literary text.

Table 1: based on Hillocks' taxonomy (1984)

Literal Levei of Compréhension

HIERARCHICAL READING SKILLS COMPREHENSION SKILLS SKILL TYPE QUESTIONS

Basic Stated infoimation

Identifying frequently basic stated
information that présents some
condition crucial to the story.

What country does Jake come
from?

Key Détail
Identifying a détail that appears at
an important moment in the story.

How long has he been in
London?

Stated Relationship

Identifying a statement that
explains the relationship between
at least two pièces of information
in the text.

Who is Nancy?
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Inferential Level of Compréhension

HIERARCHICAL READING SKILLS COMPREHENSION SKILLS SKILL TYPE QUESTIONS

Simple Implied Relationship
Inferhng the relationship between two pièces of
information usually closely juxtaposed in the text.

What field does Jake

work in?

Complex Implied Relationship
Inferring the relationship(s) among many pièces of
information spread throughout large parts of the
text.

How did he feel about

being mocked about his
immigrant twang?

Author's generalization
Inferring a generalization about the world outside
of the plot. These questions demand a statement
of what the work suggests about human nature.

Is Jake a dangerous
man?

Structural Generalization
Questions

Generalizing about how parts of the work operate
together to achieve certain effects. This type of
question must require the reader to generalize
about the arrangement of certain parts of a work

Explain two ways in which
the author uses

references to Jewishness

in developing the story.

"Basic stated information" and "key détails" were considered "basic," implied

relationships were considered "moderate," and "authorial" and "structural

generalizations," were considered "high."
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Literacy Complexity According to Hillocks" Hierarchy
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These are the summarized findings about the participants' background knowledge

use in the post-test conducted afler the intervention: literal-level questions elicited

less use of background knowledge than inferential-Ievel questions. Julie reached only

a very low level on the literary hierarchy. She was just able to answer literal level

questions. These questions require identification of information that appears

explicitly in the text. However, Julie could not make generalizations about

relationships that were not stated in the text (inferential questions). Therefore, Julie's

level of complexity according to Hillocks' hierarchy is considered "basic". Julie's

post-test verbal protocol:

R: What country does Jake come from? - Basic Stated Information Question

J: He is Canadian.
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R: How long has he been in London? - Key Détails Question

J: For twelve years.

R: Who is Nancy? - Stated Relationships Question

J : I think she is his wife.

These were the questions which Julie could answer properly. Sometimes readers

fail to achieve an appropriate account of a passage. According to schéma theory these

unsuccessful attempts could be due to at least three reasons (Rumelhart, 1981). First

the readers could be lacking appropriate schemata. Second, readers may possess the

appropriate schemata but the writer does not give enough dues to evoke them.

Finally, the readers may obtain a consistent interprétation of a message that was not

intended by the writer. As seen in this particular example, the difficulty in

comprehending the text does not lie in readers not having the appropriate schemata,

but rather in the lack of sufficient hints from the passage to guide the process. In other

words, a text by itself does not carry any meaning. Rather it gives readers dues that

enable them to construct meaning ffom the knowledge they already possess.

Roberto's level of literary complexity according to Hillocks' hierarchy was

considered moderate since he was able to answer the Complex Implied Relationship

(CIR) questions. Questions of this type require inferences based on many pièces of

information. One of the questions designed for this level was: ""How did Jake feel

about heing mocked about his immigrant twangT" This question's complexity arises
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from the fact that it involves a large number of détails which must be dealt with

together. Questions of this type contrast with those of simple implied relationships

since the reader had to take into considération many more détails. Roberto's answer

for this post-test question was: "//w own son makes fun ofhis accent in a similar way

that he was ashamed of hîs parents. He 's also an immigrant now and he must be

feeling the same way that his parents must have felt." Roberto was able to contrast

and explain when examining many détails in the literary text. Therefore, his ability is

considered moderate.

Rosa reached the highest level of literary compréhension. The clearest example is

that she could answer ail questions from the literary hierarchy including question

number 7. Questions of this type require the reader to explain how parts of the work

operate together to achieve certain effects. It goes without saying that ail previous

question types are related to the structure of the story since ail éléments of the plot are

necessarily part of its structure. However, questions of this type require the reader to

identify and explain aspects of the story that contribute to certain effects. The

designed question was: Explain two ways in which the author uses référencés to

Jewishness in developing the story. This question required Rosa to generalize about

the arrangement of certain parts of the literary text and also to provide an explanation

of how those parts work in achieving certain effects. In other words, this question

goes beyond the spécifie content of the work.

These results indicate that the participants had a higher probability of

comprehending a text when they possessed culturally appropriate schéma in which
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they could incorporate the new incoming information. Also, this demonstrates the

need for effective instruction that will help students move beyond decoding and

literal level understandings of texts. In other words, it is important to consider the

importance of questions like these for designing instruction for helping L2 leamers

interpret literary texts.

In the think-aloud protocols, the researcher noticed that the participants were ahle

to interpret denotative and cormotative dues and relate that information to their

Personal experience as well as their knowledge and experience of their L2 culture.

The results of this study suggest that when the reader encounters dilFiculty in

processing text, content or cultural background knowledge may need to be allocated

to correct the difFiculty. For example, every time Roberto finished reading a sentence

and then realized that it was not compréhensible to him, he reread it, while still trying

to maintain compréhension of the meaning derived from previous sentences or

paragraph.

... l'm confused. I don't understand this story. It is so confusing. It is

not clear what the author wants to tell us ... /1 have to read again this

paragraph ...• /reading silently/ Sammy, Molly and Ben I believe they

are his sons ... but Tm not sure ... I think he is ashamed of his parents'

immigrant accent...
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Julie, a less proficient reader in this study, used language-based, bottom-up

stratégies. Some scholars argue that these pattems in strategy use are largely due to

deficiencies in decoding skills, lexical knowledge, and syntactical knowledge (e.g.,

Alderson, 1984; Clarke, 1979; Nassaji, 2007). Bottom-up processing entails readers

attempts to dérivé meaning by plodding through the texts adding up the meaning of

words, clauses and paragraphs, while the idéal situation would be for them to proceed

in the opposite direction in a non-plodding way by taking advantage of the

knowledge they already possess about the topic in order to "see" the passage as a

cohérent whole. Furthermore, due to the attention devoted to the language based

features, Julie had fewer resources to apply to higher-level cognitive or metacognitive

stratégies. Taken together, this vein of research illustrâtes qualitative différences

between leamers that have higher levels of L2 language knowledge and leamers that

possess lower levels of L2 language knowledge. More successful readers, Rosa and

Roberto, for example, were found to rely primarily upon top-down stratégies. They

kept the meaning of the passage in mind and skipped words that they believed to be

unimportant to the meaning of the sentence or text. In other words, less skilled

readers tend to focus on word structures of the passage while skilled readers are

usually able to recognize higher level syntactic and semantic processes, "even to the

point of disregarding, in a certain sense, the actual printed text" (Anderson, Reynolds,

Schallert & Goetz, 1997, p. 46).

Julie, on the other hand, translated sentences on a word-for-word basis, rarely

skipped words, used stratégies such as identifying main ideas, using background
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knowledge and reacting to the text as a whole. She relied on "local" stratégies such as

questioning the meaning of individual words and sentences, not focusing on main

ideas and almost never integrated background knowledge in order to understand the

text. This is a clear example of Julie's verbal protoeol [Julie reading aloud]:

[...]The airmail envelope which appeared to be haphazardly ...

haphazardly? What is this? /... I don't even know how to pronounce

this Word... so many difficult words in this text... what does it mean?

Can you tell me? / continue reading aloud...

From this viewpoint efficient readers do not use ail the printed information

available to them, rather they are able to make correct prédictions utilizing the text as

little as possible. Meaning is derived by the interaction between the readers' mind and

the text.

The automaticity of meaning construction and compréhension of L2 literary texts

may be influenced by the reader's background knowledge of the content domain of

the text. There is ample empirical support for the positive effects of background

knowledge on L2 text compréhension, namely that compréhension is enhanced when

readers possess prior knowledge of the topic (e.g., Barry & Lazarte, 1998; Carrel,

1987; Chen & Donin, 1997; Hudson, 1982). Background knowledge has been shovm

to facilitate compréhension processes generally. For example, in this study Rosa

demonstrated relatively high content and cultural background knowledge since she

had lived in Germany for so many years and the text had so many référencés about
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the Nazis, Hitler, Jewish people, etc. Therefore, Rosa was able to perform better on

compréhension measures than readers with équivalent reading ability but low prior

knowledge of the text topic.

This point is extremely important in a L2 context where leamers often lack

relevant stored memories, the cultural knowledge, or schemata necessary to connect

the target language material. Consequently, lacking this cultural knowledge, L2

leamers cannot fill in the gaps appropriately.

Rosa was the participant who had the greatest background knowledge and

therefore could map incoming textual information onto existing schemata. The

clearest example appears below in an excerpt of Rosa's think aloud protocol

conceming the content of the text:

"1 guess Doktor is spelled in German. It is a very confusing sentence. I

don't know who this doktor is. ... 1 guess Jake must be married. He

must be dreaming. This must be a nightmare ... The Doktor must be an

important guy or dangerous guy. Tm not sure. Since he kept a

weapon, he is either afraid or he is dangerous ... Gut gezukt... I don't

know what that is but Tm pretty sure it is German ... Fleet Street... So,

he's in London. That's why the time différence between Paraguay and

where he is..."

Thus, readers with high background knowledge may already in some sense

"know" the text, and may bring possible main idea statements to their interaction with
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the text. Such a reader would need only to affirm or modify a main idea statement

which existed prier to the reading task, rather than having to construct one. Rosa also

possessed the highest background knowledge of the cultural domain of the text,

which allowed her to interpret information from the text more quickly, and to

organize large chunks of the text for both compréhension and retrieval.

Therefore, readers with high prier knowledge of the cultural domain have well-

developed schemata, or knowledge structures, into which they assimilate the

information from a text. In other words, information from the text is mapped onto the

reader's existing knowledge struetures.

These results suggest that background knowledge of the content domain facilitâtes

automatic construction of the main ideas of a text. In contrast, expert readers without

such knowledge more often used the strategy of revision and the lack of background

knowledge may have compounded the difficulty. This strategy allowed the reader to

store a main idea statement about the unfamiliar text, and then retum to the text to

revise the statement.

Rosa, with high prior knowledge, did not use the revision strategy as often because

she was able to map the information fi-om the text onto her existing knowledge

structures. In contrast with Rosa, Roberto and Julie had lower cultural background

knowledge of the text. They had to search for connections between éléments of the

text before they could construct a main idea statement. Since the content of the text

was unfamiliar and background knowledge was lacking, they had to restrueture
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existing schéma to accommodate the unfamiliar text, or construct a new schéma.

Rosa had a significantly more automatic construction of the main idea because she

possessed a eulturally appropriate schéma in which she could incorporate the new

incoming information.

As I analyzed the verbal protocols I realized that readers initially sought a

ffamework for interpreting the text they read, and the more extensive the reader's

background knowledge, the more quickly and easily appropriate schemata were

accessed and used to help build meaning (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). The first

chapter of Richler's novel, though the text is linguistically accessible, is complex in

other ways. Readers are thrown into the middle of the story and significant context is

not explained or spelled out for the reader. For example, consider this paragraph:

As a St. Urbain Street boy he had, God forgive him, been ashamed of

his parents' Yiddish accent. Now, that he lived in Hampstead, Sammy

(and soon Molly and Ben too, he supposed) mocked his immigrant's

twang. Such, are the trendy's dues, Jake thought.

As seen in this particular example, the difficulty in comprehending the text does not

lie in readers not having the appropriate schemata, but rather in the lack of sufficient

hints from the passage to guide the process. In other words, a text by itself does not

carry any meaning. Rather it gives readers dues that enable them to construct

meaning from the knowledge they already possess. Julie was exposed to material for

which she lacked cultural knowledge to make inferences and assumptions;
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Yiddish accent? I don't know what it means ... / Ah he is an immigrant

... twang? What's that?/ ... Hampstead? I guess it is a place but Fm

not sure. I really can't understand this text.

This example of Julie's verbal protocol demonstrated the négative impact that lack of

culture-specific knowledge can have on the reading compréhension of L2 students.

Rosa and Roberto, on the other hand, brought their own expériences and world

knowledge to the same reading task. Rosa's verbal protocol:

...Yiddish/ ... so he's telling us here that he's Jewish he grew up in

Montréal with immigrant parents ... / I guess he has three kids. His

own son makes fun of his accent in a similar way that he was ashamed

of his parents... He's also an immigrant now and he must be feeling

the same way that his parents must have felt ... Dr.Goebbels/ Dr.

Goebbels was a German, Nazi movie director really close to Hitler.

Goebbels was also involved in the déportation of Jews.

Roberto's verbal protocol:

I have to read this paragraph again because Fm little confused. /... He

must have gone back to Canada and when he came back to London the

last time / it was with sadness and he realized that he didn't know his

cotmtry.

Thus, both Rosa and Roberto were familiar with the messages of the text. In other

words, they already possessed schéma that might have supplied the ideational
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scaffolding that facilitated compréhension to take place. Without background

knowledge a complex text, such as this literary one, is not just difficult but almost

meaningless.

4.2 Summary

This study found that lack of content or cultural background knowledge

contributed to readers' dependency on compréhension stratégies prior to their ability

to achieve main idea constructions. In contrast, when aspects of the text were

culturally familiar to the reader, well-developed schemata were easily accessed and

applied to the task at hand. In addition, background knowledge aided in the

génération of accurate initial hypothèses, which facilitated the compréhension of the

text.

The verbal report data apparently indicate that unfamiliar elements of the text

deprived the L2 readers ffom finding a context or an adéquate schéma to relate the

information, thus affecting their performance on the post-test interprétation questions.

Coady (1979) suggested a model in which EFL/ESL reader's background

knowledge interacts with conceptual abilities and process stratégies to produce

compréhension. The diagram in Figure 2 shows the interrelation of these three

components.
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Figure 2; Model of the ESL Reader

Conceptual abilities ► Background knowledge

Processing stratégies

Coady(1979)

Coady describes conceptual abilities as one's général intellectual capacity. Processing

stratégies refer to the many component skills of reading ability (e.g., grapheme-

morphophoneme correspondence, syllable-morpheme information, syntactic and

semantic information). Backgrovmd knowledge is a very important variable because

according to him it may be able to compensate for certain syntactic deficiencies.

Coady suggested that while beginning readers may concentrate on lower level

processing stratégies, such as word identification, more advanced readers utilizes

their background knowledge to assist them in confirming and predicting the writer's

message.

Overall, the findings of the study point to the relevance of background knowledge

or schemata on the reading compréhension processes of L2 readers. The findings

suggest that the participants' background knowledge influenced their reading

compréhension processes. These results were indicated by the readers superior

performance on the post-test compréhension questions based on Hillocks taxonomy.
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These findings are consistent with the schéma theory view of reading that emphasizes

the leamer's background knowledge as an important component in the reading

compréhension process. This study attempted to show that reading compréhension

goes heyond linguistic knowledge. It includes, among other factors, content and

cultural background knowledge.

In interpreting the findings of this study a number of limitations need to be

considered. The first one is that the participants readers were reading aloud, which is

certainly not their normal mode of reading. Subjects were encouraged to give verbal

reports of their stratégies wherever and whenever they could. However, there were

times that participants were reading silently, when it was difficult (in many cases,

impossible) to détermine what part of the text they were reading as they were using

the reported stratégies. With the practice think-aloud sessions prior to the experiment,

subjects seemed to be comfortable with the oral reading task. Nevertheless, it is

possible that the task itself may have affected the nature of the stratégies reported.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

With regard to conclusions and implications, wc should bcar in mind thc

implications of the data for rcscarch of this type and data collection for this particular

study. Thus, ail measurcs that wcrc uscd have thc intrinsic limitation that thcy can

only rcvcal compréhension in an indirect way. So no measure is availahle to directly

verify the cognitive processes that are engaged at the time of L2 reading

compréhension.

During data collection, participants were not allowed to use a dictionary which

might have kept them ffom falling into the habit of using the dictionary rather than

context every time an unfamiliar lexical item would appear. This possibly négative

incentive to use context might have produced some benefits in terms of making sense

of the passages as a whole.

Despite the limitations, however, the fmdings of the présent research shed light on

some important theoretical, pedagogical and methodological relationships among

background knowledge and reading stratégies as they relate to reading

compréhension in a second language.

The data show that information comprehended during the reading of an L2 literary

passage dépends on the content structure of the text, and on mental structures, or

schemata, activated at the time of reading. This is évident through the analysis of
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Rosa's verbal protocol analysis. These findings support Stanovich's (1980)

interactive-compensatory model of individual différences in reading compréhension,

namely, that reading compréhension is a function of the balanced interaction between

top-down or reader-oriented processes and bottom-up or text-oriented processes.

As also revealed by the data, good readers purposefully activate both reader-

related and text-related schemata which, in tum, help readers more easily "see" the

top content structure of the passage as a coherent whole thereby more easily

assimilating further passage détails under that structure.

5.1 Findings of this Study

The major fmding of this study was that second language readers do make use of

backgroimd knowledge in reading a literary passage in a second language. They

appear to use background knowledge to compensate for inadequacies in L2 reading

proficiency. In other words, results indicate that non-native speakers make use of

their background knowledge in compréhension, just as native speakers have been

shown to do (e.g., Spiro, 1980; Taylor, 1979). The results of this study support the

findings of Johnson (1981) and Nunan (1985), whose studies indicate that cultural

background knowledge of a reading passage influenced the compréhension of non-

native speakers of English.

Thus, Julie was not able to fmd schéma for that particular literary text due to the

fact that the necessary schéma was culturally spécifie to the target language and,

therefore, outside her cultural background knowledge. This issue, while important to
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any reader, takes on spécial significance when viewed in the light of second ianguage

leaming. It is relevant to note that L2 readers, when not familiar with the target

Ianguage culture, are unable to comprehend the messages efFiciently.

Though the study was not specifically designed to test the relationship between

lexical knowledge and compréhension, it appears that L2 readers tend to dépend on

lexical knowledge and the relationships among lexical items specified by schemata

that they have for content areas.

5.2 Implications for the second Ianguage classroom

This study has implications for the classroom in two areas -teaching reading skills

teaching background knowledge.

5.2.1 Teaching reading skills

The results of this study show that L2 participants were able to use background

knowledge in reading compréhension. However, they may have not been using it as

effectively as they might be. It appears that L2 readers would benefit from some

systematic teaching on the use of background knowledge in comprehending second

Ianguage readings.

While it is easy to state that teaching L2 students to use background knowledge in

reading compréhension is a good idea, it is more difficult to know whether this is

actually effective, and if it is, how to go about doing it. Carrell (1985) showed that

teaching students about textual schemata did improve their compréhension of reading
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passages with those textual schemata. Though Hudson (1982) showed that certain

pre-reading activities such as looking at pictures related to the passage, discussing

with other students what they know about the topic, and privately making prédictions

about what the passage will be about, can improve compréhension. It is not known

whether students can apply similar techniques to independent reading. Further

research is needed on this topic.

Even if students can benefit ffom being taught to better use background

knowledge, it is not known how these skills can be best taught. One possibility is to

try to teach students to independently use a technique that Hudson used. Again,

further research is necessary to identify other possible techniques and compare them

to find ont which is most effective.

A related area where further research is vital is materials development. Because

the methods that teachers use dépend heavily on the materials they use, teaching

materials that help leamers use their prior knowledge need to be developed and tested

in the classroom.

5.2.2 Teaching Background Knowledge

Stevens (1982), in a study using American high school students reading in

English, showed that teaching background knowledge improves reading

compréhension. Carrell and Eisterhold (1983), Clarke and Silberstein (1977) and

Krashen (1981) advocate teaching background knowledge in order to improve L2

compréhension.
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If the teacher does not have the opportunity to do narrow reading because the

textbook used in the classroom contains readings on a wide variety of topics, the

teacher should be aware of the background knowiedge that might be required in a

particular reading. If the students would not be expected to have that knowiedge, it

should be included in the students' prereading préparation. However, knowing what

background students aiready have may be particularly difficult in classes with

students ffom varions countries and varions cultural backgrounds.

5.3 Future Research

5.3.1 Reader s with lower proficiency

As I mentioned above, both the English proficiency of the participants in this

study and their reading proficiency in their native languages were relatively high.

More studies should be donc with participants of lower reading proficiency in English

and lower reading proficiency in their native languages to see how well they use their

background knowiedge in reading compréhension of literary texts. One difficulty

with studying reading compréhension and backgrovmd knowiedge with lower

proficiency readers is that it is more difficult to use the same measures across a broad

range of reading proficiency levels.

5.3.2 Cultural / Content schemata

Another area of interest that has not been studied empirically to any great extent is

the interaction between cultural and content schemata. Many studies related to
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schemata have dealt either with cultural schemata or content schemata, but net both.

It would be useful to know to what extent content schemata contribute to

compréhension of rhetorical pattems, and to what extent information ffom rhetorical

pattems contribute to compréhension of content.

5.4 Classroom Applications

More research is necessary in the classroom to see whether teaching background

knowledge and teaching students to use background knowledge is helpfui. One

particular area where more researeh is necessary is that of materials development.

It is important to establish the schéma of a text either in advance, by brainstorming

around a theme, for example, or after reading the first one or two sentences, or aller

having read the whole text. When dealing with ESL literary texts, teachers need to

estimate the extent of the leamers' familiarity with the content of the text.

With regards to L2 readers, teachers should be exposed to the main principles of

some of the models of reading that conceive of the reading process as an active and

constructive process of information assimilation rather than a passive process of text

decoding. As mentioned earlier, among these models are reading as a psychological

linguistie guessing game (Goodman, 1970); reading as information processing

(Smith, 1971) and reading as a strategy utilization (Van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). To

a certain extent, ail these models incorporate basic principles of background

knowledge and schéma theory relative to how we store information and how new

knowledge is acquired given the status of the knowledge stored in mind.
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Once ESL teachers have such a repertoire of reading related principles, they will

be more likely to strike a good balance in helping their students to interpret literary

texts. Teachers will more easily see that their job is not so much that of presenting

texts to their students but that of helping them activate pertinent schemata (Adams

and Collins, 1979; Adams and Bruce, 1982) in order to leam in a maximally

meaningful way. This means not only attempting to improve readers' skills to deal

with written texts but, sometimes, also supplying information which is lacking in the

readers.

5.5 Limitations of the Study

One limitation of this study is that it took place in a controlled data collection

situation. Another limitation is the fact that most of the respondents were

undergraduate students near completion or having recently completed their studies.

While their language skills in their native language were not tested, undergraduate

students probably have above average reading skills in their native language, which

they can apply to reading in a second language. Readers with below average reading

skills in their native language might not be as successful in using their background

knowledge in reading in a second language.

This study investigated the relationships between background knowledge and

second language reading compréhension. The nature of this study was exploratory

and the fmdings are suggestive. Moreover, it will take far more observation of the

différent kinds of language and processes présent in L2 interactions with literary
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texts, and more long-term studies with larger samples before anything truly

conclusive can be said about how L2 readers might benefit from increased

background knowledge.

5.6 Conclusion

This study was designed to look at the relationships between background

knowledge and compréhension for non-native speakers of English. The study showed

corrélations between reading and compréhension for reading a passage that required

background knowledge for compréhension. There were indications that readers of

less proficiency, in particular, compensated for their lack of background proficiency

by using their background knowledge. However, sometimes they did not have the

accurate cultural or content background knowledge needed in order to comprehend

the text.

These conclusions led to suggestions for classroom applications and future

research. However, many issues in the field of reading and background knowledge

are unresolved, particularly as they relate to second language readers. No one doubts

that L2 reading compréhension is a function of the use of multiple sources of

knowledge, including background knowledge. However, it seems that the

mechanisms underlying L2 readers' représentation and use in memory and

compréhension are too complex to be accounted for by only the rôle of background

knowledge. Future research into the relationships among background knowledge.
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reading compréhension stratégies, and reading compréhension will help the field

better understand how these variables operate in an interactive maimer.
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LITERAL LEVEE OF COMPREHENSION

1. Basic Stated Information (BSI)

These questions are basie in at least three senses. The information to whieh they

are direeted is extremely important to the higher level meanings of the text. It is

usually both prominent and repeated in the text, and therefore, very obvions. Finally,

the readers who miss it are probably totally unequipped to deal with the text in a way

whieh is likely to be enjoyable for them in a meaningfiil way.

2. Key Détail (KD)

Key détails are those whieh are important to the twists and tums of the plot.

Ordinarily, they oeeur at key junetures in the plot and bear some eausal relationship

to what happens in the plot.

3. Stated Relationship (SR)

In dealing with a question of this type the reader must loeate the relationship

whieh is said to exist between at least two pièces of information (two charaeters, two

events, a charaeter and an event, etc.). The relationship, whieh is ffequently causal,

must be directly stated in the text. Ordinarily, such relationships are stated only once

in the text.
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INFERENTIAL LEVEL COMPREHENSION

4. Simple Implied Relationship (SIR)

Questions of this type are similar to those of type three, with the important

exception that the answers are not explicitly stated in the text. Apparently, in order to

make these inferences, readers must deal with denotative and connotative dues in the

text, relate them to their own personal experience and knowledge, and then infer the

oued relationship.

5. Complex Implied Relationship (CIR)

Complex implied relationships are inferred from many différent pièces of

information. Their complexity arises from the fact that they involve a large number

of détails which may simultaneously imply varions pattems or sets of relationships.

That is, a group of détails may serve to move the plot forward, reveal some important

facet of personality change, and, at the same time, imply something about the

environment. The reader must identify the détails, discem whatever pattems exist

among them, and then draw the appropriate inference.

6. Author's Generalization (AG)

Every work of fiction necessarily reflects certain abstract generalizations about the

nature of the human condition. Whether or not the writer consciously attempts to

illustrate those generalizations is not at issue here. Even the simplest basai readers,
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by the presence or absence of certain détails imply some conceptions of the

relationships among human beings and their environments. Generalizations at this

level are based on and implied by the whole fabric of the literary work as it reflects

some conception of the human situation as it exists outside the work.

Questions in the category of author's generalizations contrast with those in the

preceding section (complex implied relationships) in that they deal with ideas implied

about the world outside the work. Complex implied relationship questions focus on

relationships existing primarily within the fabric of the text. Thus, complex implied

relationship questions might deal with how and why a particular character changes in

the course of a story. An author's generalization, in contrast, would push beyond the

spécifie changes in a character to what they imply about human nature as it exists

outside the text.

7. Structural Generalization (SG)

Questions in this category require the reader to explain how parts of the work

operate together to achieve certain effects. Obviously, ail the preceding question

types involve a response to the structure of the work, since ail elements of the work

are necessarily part of its structure. Questions of this type, however, require an

analysis of structure per se. That is, they focus on certain aspects of the structure and

require explanations of the functions of those aspects, or they require the reader to

identify and explain aspects of the structure which contribute to certain effects. To

belong properly to this category, a question must meet the two criteria. First, it must
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require the reader to deal with the arrangement of certain parts of a work. Second, it

must require an explanation of how the structure works in supporting certain effects.



APPENDIX B

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS BASED ON HILLOCK'S TAXONOMY (1984)
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Literal Level of Compréhension

1. Basic Stated Information Questions:

- What country does Jake come from?

2. Key Détails Questions:

- How long bas he been in London?

3. Stated Relationships Questions:

- Wbo is Nancy?

Inferential Level of Compréhension

4. Simple Implied Relationships Questions:

- Wbat field does Jake work in?

5. Complex Implied Relationships Questions:

- How did be feel about being mocked about bis immigrant twang?

6. Author 's Generalization:

- Is Jake a dangerous man?

Give at least two examples from tbe story to explain your answer.

7. Structural Generalization Questions:

- Explain two ways in wbicb tbe autbor uses references to Jewisbness in developing
tbe story.



APPENDIX C

ST. URBAIN'S HORSEMAN
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St. Urbain's Horseman, by Mordecai Richler, 1971.

Chapter 1

1931 words

Sometimes Jake wondered of the Doktor, given his declining years, slept with his

mouth open, slack, or was it (more characteristically, perhaps) always clamped shut?

Doesn't matter. In any event, the Horseman would extract the gold fillings from the

triangular eleft between his upper front teeth with pliers. Siowiy Jake thought,

eoming abruptly awake in a sweat. "He's come," Jake proclaimed aloud.

Beside him, Nancy stirred.

"It's nothing," Jake said softly. "Just the dream again. Go back to sleep."

The Doktor was reputed to keep armed bodyguards, mayhe four of them. Certainly he

kept a weapon handy himself. Say a service revolver tucked under his pillow or an

automatic rifle leaning against the wall in his villa with the harred Windows off an

unmarked road in the jxmgle, between Puerto San Vicente and the border fortress of

Carlos Antonio Lôpez, on the Paranâ River. Even that doesn't matter, Jake thought.

St. Urbain's Horseman will take him by surprise, gaining the advantage.

Jake couldn't get back to sleep. So, careful not to disturb Nancy, he slid ont of bed

and into his dressing gown, sucking in his stomach to squeeze between the bed and

the baby in the bassinet.

Once his attic aerie, Jake glanced automatically at the wall clock that had been

adjusted to show the time in Paraguay - the Doktor's, time. It was 10:45 p.m. in

Asunciôn.

Still yesterday.

Jake stood back and studied his desk, ostensibly sueh a mess, but to his initiated eye

an ingeniousiy conceived System of booby traps. The second right-hand drawer, for
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instance, which seemed carelessly left open, was in fact precisely one and three

quarter inches open. The airmail envelope which appeared to be haphazardly thrown

over his diary, had actually heen laid there at an exact thirty-degree angle to his desk

lamp. Or was it sixty degrees? Goddammit. The trouble with Jake's snares so

cunningly set for his mother the night before, was that moming after he could never

recall the crucial measurements and angles, and he was too indolent to keep a written

record. Scrutinizing the second right-hand drawer again, it occurred to Jake that

maybe last night he had set it at two and three quarter inches. Or was that the night

before?

Four a.m. Jake drifted downstairs to the kitchen, where he fixed himself a gin and

tonic and lit a Roméo y Julieta. The hall mirror caught him ... Jake tugged his cap. He

shook his head, rejecting the catcher's signal, reared back on his left leg, kicked, and

threw. No-Hit Hersh's garbage bail. Inimitable, unhittahle. Wondrous Willie Mays

swung and missed and the umpire hollered "Strike three." Gut gezukt, Jake thought.

And so much for Red Smith, who had put him down for trade hait.

There would be a three-hour wait at least for the moming papers, unless, Jake

thought, I drive down to Fleet Street. Hell, no. Jake retired to the oak-paneled sitting

room with yesterday's Evening Standard, pretending he had no idea what was on the

back of the page, trying to sneak up on it by way of Londoner's Diary and "the page

with the human touch."

CHIN UP! THE POLIO GIRL CAN COOK

For 15 years Betty Ward bas wanted to cook her own

Meals. An in her iron lung she bas read cookery books

In the hope that one day her dream would come tme.

Now with the aid of one of the latest pièces of apparatus

For polio victims she can cook at her home in Esher,

Surrey. A remote control unit bas been fitted in her iron
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Lxmg and it controls a hot plate and a frying pan. She

Gives instructions to her mother about mixing the ingrédients

And then controls the cooking by moving a switch

In différent positions with her chin.

"My most successflil dishes," said Betty, "are pancakes and braised chops."

Nancy had ripped ont of the story with his photograph on the back of page. For the

children's sake. Capital Units, Jake read, was down another penny. So was M.& G.

Modesty Biaise was in trouble again, but there were no tit pictures. India ink nipples.

And in spite of himself, Jake began to feel homy. Should he wake Nancy? No; the

baby robbed her enough sleep. He began to scan the bookshelves, looking for

something with an erotic passage, one of his Traveler's Companion Books maybe,

before he remembered that whatever Harry hadn't stolen was now an exhibit in

Courtroom Number One. Like his Y-front underwear.

Jake found a coin in his dressing gown pocket and tossed it, but it landed heads. Two

out of three. Three out of five, then. He went into the kitchen and poured himself

another drink. 4:15; a quarter past eleven in Toronto. If he were there now he would

be shooting pool with cherished friends at Julie's, or drinking in the Park Plaza Roof

Bar, enjoying being at home. At ease in Canada. The homeland he had shed with such

soaring enthusiasm twelve years earlier. Thousands of miles of wheat, indifférence,

and self-apology, it had seemed. And no more.

Jake recalled standing with Luke at ship's rail, afloat on Champagne, euphorie, as

Quebec City receded and they headed into the St. Lawrence and the sea.

"1 say! I say! I say!" Jake had demanded, "what's beginning to happen in Toronto?"

"Exciting things."

"And Montréal? "
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"If s changing."

Tomorrow country then, tomorrow country now. And yet-and yet-he felt increasingly

claimed by it, especially in the autumn, the Laurentian season, and the last time he

had sailed the tranquil St. Lawrence into swells and the sea, it was with sense of loss,

even deprivation, and melancholy, that he had watched the clifftop towns drift past.

Each one unknown to him.

Circles completed, he thought.

At a St. Urbain Street boy he had, God forgive him, been ashamed of his parents'

Yiddish accent. Now, that he lived in Hampstead, Sammy (and soon Molly and Ben

too, he supposed) mocked his immigrant's twang. Such, such are the trendy's dues,

Jake thought. As he added a couple of pièces to Sammy's unfmished Popeye jigsaw

puzzle on the table, found the cards, and sat down to play solitaire. If I win, he

thought, ni he acquitted. If I lose, ifs the nick for me.

With a shiver of fear, his hands trembling, actually trembling in ECU (like a lesser

director's overstatement, he thought, something he would never countenance in a

shooting script), Jake recalled the portly, avuncular Mr. Found had opened for the

prosecution yesterday in Number One Court at the Old Bailey.

ZOOM in on Number One Court for MCU MR. FOUND.

"My Lord, there is a letter and some pages of film script which I think I shall bave to

refer to in my opening address. Would it be convenient if they were handed up now

and for them to be proven at the proper time?"

"Yes, Mr. Found."

"May it please your lordship, members of the jury," he began, peering over his

bifocals as he calmly outlined the case for the Crown, going on to explain that Hersh,

"as you will hear, is affluent by any standards, sophisticated, rather a 'swinger' in

current parlance, with a library that runs to the Marquis de Sade and a taste that

includes gunmanship. A successful film director, he moves ffeely in the glamorous
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world of glittering first nights, opulent restaurants, and gaming tables. His attic-study

walls are plastered with photographs of wartime Nazi leaders and their survivors.

There is also a portrait, intentionally garish, of Field Marshal Montgomery. No

equestrian himself, he keeps a saddle and a riding crop in a cupboard. But now Fm

anticipating. We shall hear much about these artifacts later. For the moment, I would

ask you to consider the letter and pages of script the clerk of the court has distributed

among you. The letter reads as follows:

My dear Sturmbannfuhrer,

I do appreciate, as does Dr. Goebbels, that you are a writer of integrity and do not
wish to sec the glorious past distorted. Though the victors must be générons, ail of us
at the ministry agree that we must not do too much to whitewash perfidious Albion.
On the other hand, you know our quarrel was never with the British people, but with
their criminal govemment. It is most unfair of you to suggest that we wish to soften
the past, because we are concemed about box office potential in the liberated
territories. Therefore, I beg you to consider, and to add the following sequence to
your scénario in progress.

Heil Hitler!

JACOB von HERSH

"The scenes I shall now read you présupposé, as I understand it, that these islands,

which welcomed Hersh to their shores, were defeated in World War II; and that the

Nazis were indeed victorious. The scenes are from a projected film called The Good

Britons. They read as follows:

eu GENERAL ROMMEL

As he raises his field glasses to his eyes.

POV ROMMEL

The 8* Army retreating in disarray across the dunes.
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ROMMEL os

Poor bastards. They fight like lions, but they are led by donkeys.

EXT. DAY. LONG OVERHEAD SHOT. THE DESSERT

A file of Good Britons in retreat as far as the eye can see.

EXT. DAY. DESERT. BRITISH COMMAND CAMP WELL BEHIND THE

ENEMY LINES

A thrusting crowd of British and American photographs snapping shots of

GENERAL MONTGOMERY, make-up men dabbing his cheeks with grit while

others, behind, kick up desert dust to stimulate explosions.

REVERSE ANGLE

Cynically, the battle-weary Good Britons smile.

INT. DAY. MONTY'S HQ

Favoring stunningly beautiful, but obviously sadistic, MAJOR MARY POPPINS,

ostensibly a WREN

POV MAJOR POPPINS

... MONTY, clutching his teddy bear, rocks in his chair thumb in mouth.

MAJOR POPPINS

You must stop them here, Monty. They are to corne no farther.

As MONTY, a shell of a man, shrugs ...

TRACK BACK to reveal two Ml 5 thugs, as they spring to attention. They are

bearded and wear skullcaps.

MAJOR POPPINS

I will expect him in "the nursery" at 1400 hours.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. DAY. A DUNGEON
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Reconstructed to resemble a child's nursery. MONTY, on his knees, stripped to the

waist. Terrified yet enthralled as MAJOR POPPINS enters, wearing only a nurse's

cap. Bra and corset, and high-button shoes.

MONTY

Bemie's been a naughty-poo.

At once, MAJOR POPPINS begins to flog him. Thwack

MONTY

Yes! I deserve it, Nanny ... Arggh! ... Stop!

Please, Nanny ... Argggh! ... ITI be good ...

ni command the troops to dig in. Please, Nanny.

But she is too sexually aroused to stop now.

INT. DAY.A BEDROOM

MAJOR POPPINS, still in her Discipline Fatigues, picks up the téléphoné.

MAJOR POPPINS

(into the phone)

Get me Moscow. KGB HQ. Comrade Beria, please.

(a pause)

Shalom, Labish. If s Malka here. Tell Zhikie to stop quaking in his

boots. They will keep Rommel occupied here for a while longer.

As she hangs up, her Jewess lips moist with sexual appetite, TRACK BACK to

reveal.

... a row of battle-weary, glowering young SUBALTERNS, Cambridge Blues, lined

up against the wall, bare-chested, and guarded by two MIS THUGS.
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MAJOR POPPINS

(bosom heaving)

Mmmmmn...

PANNING over the blond young SUBALTERNS, stopping at the most Aryan one.

MAJOR POPPINS

... you can wash that one for me, and rub him down with chicken fat...

As the SUBALTERN, filled with disgust, is about to protest, one of the Ml5 thugs
steps up to him.

M15

So, am I right. Lord Tottenham, in believing you've got a vife and
child linvink in Belgravia yet?

eu LORD TOTTENHAM

Trapped.
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